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Abstract
In representation learning we are interested in how data is represented by
different models. Representations from different models are often compared
by training a new model on a downstream task using the representations and
testing their performance. However, this method is not always applicable and
it gives limited insight into the representations. In this thesis, we compare
natural image representations from classification models and the generative
model BigGAN using two other approaches. The first approach compares the
geometric clustering of the representations and the second approach compares
if the pairwise similarity between images is similar between different models.
All models are large pre-trained models trained on ImageNet and the
representations are taken as middle layers of the neural networks. A variety
of experiments are performed using these approaches. One of the main
results of this thesis shows that the representations of different classes are
geometrically separated in all models. The experiments also show that there
is no significant geometric difference between representations from training
data and representations from validation data. Additionally, it was found that
the similarity of representations between different models was approximately
the same between the classification models AlexNet and ResNet as well as
between the classification models and the BigGAN generator. They were
also approximately equally similar to each other as they were to the class
embedding of the BigGAN generator. Along with the experiment results,
this thesis also provide several suggestions for future work in representation
learning since a large number of research questions were explored.

Keywords
Representation Learning, Deep learning models, Image Representations.
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Sammanfattning
Detta verk studerar representationer från artificiella neuronnät.
Representationerna tas som värdena på ett lager i mittendelen av neuronnätet.
Eftersom dessa representationer har flera olika användningsområden är
syftet att jämföra dem från olika modeller. Ofta jämförs representationer
genom att testa hur bra de är som input till en ny modell med ett nytt mål;
alltså hur bra representationerna är att använda inom “transfer learning”.
Denna metod ger begränsad information om representationerna och är inte
alltid applicerbar. Detta verk använder därför två andra tillvägagångssätt
för att jämföra representationer. Den första är att jämföra geometriska
grupperingar hos olika representationer. Den andra använder ett mått av hur
lika olika representationer är. Flera olika experiment utförs med hjälp av dessa
tillvägagångssätt. Representationerna kommer frånmodeller som redan tränats
på ImageNet. Både klassifikationsmodeller och en generativa modell används
med syfte att också jämföra dem med varandra. Det första huvudresultatet
från experimenten är att det finns en tydlig geometrisk separation av
representationer från olika klasser i modellerna. Experimenten visar också
att det inte fanns en tydlig geometrisk separation av representationer från
träningsdata och valideringsdata. Ett annat resultat är att representationerna
från de olika klassifikationsmodellerna AlexNet och ResNet är ungefär lika
lika varandra som mellan klassifikationsmodellerna och generatorn hos den
generativa modellen BigGAN. Resultaten visar också att de har en liknande
likhet till BigGANs “class embedding”. Fler forskningsfrågor undersöks i
andra experiment. Utöver experimenten kommer detta verk med många idéer
till framtida forskning.

Nyckelord
Representationsinlärning, Djupinlärningsmodeller, Bildrepresentationer
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The core idea of threshold logic employed in artificial neural networks (ANN)
is old [2], but has grown to become an important part of machine learning
with the help of theoretical and technological advances. Feed forward ANNs
[3] pass the input through several layers of artificial neurons. The output is
the activations of the final layer of the network. For a classifier ANN, the
possible classes are represented by one neuron each in the final output layer.
The choice of the model is the class that represents the output neuron with the
largest value.

Intuitively, since the network processes the data in several layers, we expect
each layer to contain features. As such, the values in some non-input layer
can be extracted as a representation of the input data. To further motivate
this practice, note that in the feedforward ANN the values in any middle layer
are sufficient to give an output without knowing the input values. Thus, the
non-input layers can be seen as a representation of the input data as they hold
enough information for the network to produce the output. This representation
can often be of much lower dimensionality than the input.

These representations can be used in various ways, either for their lower
dimensionality or for interpretability[4][5]. One example usage is in transfer
learning [5], where the representational values are used as input to a newmodel
with a new task. This can leverage the representations learnt by the first model
to learn the new task. Transfer learning can be applied to a variety of tasks
such as sentiment classification on reviews where the goal is to tell if a review
is positive or negative based on the text [5].

Given the high usability of representations, this naturally leads to the
importance of comparing representations obtained from different models to
each other. One method of comparing representational information content
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is to use transfer learning to test which representation input will best learn
a new task. This thesis will aim to compare representations but will take
a different approach. With the goal of learning more about the structure of
the representation than simply information content, the representations will
be studied using geometrical methods. Two such methods are described in
Section 2.4.1.

This thesis will be restricted to natural images and three Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) models to take image representations from. Two of
the models are classification models and the third is a generative model. A
classification model simply learns to differentiate between classes while a
generative model learns to approximate the distribution of the data. Therefore,
we are interested to study how the image representations from a generative
model compares to the representations from the classification models. More
information about classification models and generative models are given in
Sections 2.2 and 2.3.

The structure of the thesis is as follows. This introductory chapter
continues with stating the purpose and research question (Sections 1.1
and 1.2). Following that is a background section including a more details
explanation of what representations are and how they are typically extracted
(Section 2.1). The background section also describes the models used in
the thesis to extract image representations (Sections 2.2, 2.3) and metrics
used to compare them (Sections 2.4.1, 2.5). Related work is then given in
Chapter 3 followed by the Method (Chapter 4). The method is followed by
implementation details (Chapter 5). Results together with a discussion on the
results are given in Chapter 6. A summary and conclusion is given in Chapter
7 and ideas for future work in Chapter 8. Finally, a section on how this work
relates to ethics and sustainability is found in Chapter 9.

1.1 Purpose
This study is exploratory with the overall goal of learning about image
representations and the inner mechanics of the models.

Learning more about representations has many potential applications.
Firstly, it can improve training of the entire artificial neural network since
knowledge about representations gives a higher understanding of the inner
mechanics of the network. As an example of this, Frosst et al. [6] found
that training the middle layers of the ANN to have a low class separability
acted as a useful regularizer. Secondly, it can help to produce more powerful
representations, either in terms of information content or interpretability [7]
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[8]. Thirdly, it can lead to usages of representations; in Generative Adversarial
Networks (GANs) [9] the representations can be used to help evaluate their
performance [10]. Other potential future usages would be finding methods
to combine representations into more powerful representations, gain more
diversity and decrease bias in ensemble models [11].

1.2 Research Question
This thesis investigates the following guiding questions.

• Do the representations of generative models and classification models
systematically differ? (Sections 4.1.4, 4.1.5)

• Is there a geometric difference between representations from different
groups of classes? (Section 4.1.1)

• How much do the distributions of test data and training data differ in
representation space? (Section 4.1.2)

In addition to the main research questions above, this study will
also perform some smaller experiments to explore related ideas. On a
representational level, this study explores similarity between different models
as well as similarity between GAN images and real images (Sections 4.1.3,
4.1.5). Comparing GAN images to real images in representation space can
help evaluate and understand GAN images. One smaller experiment (Section
4.3) explores what happens on a representational level during overfitting.
Another small experiment explores how dimensionality reduction affects the
geometry of representations (Section 4.2). Finally, another small experiment
explores a new method of using representations with the goal of reducing bias
in an ensemble (Section A.1).
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter first provides basic background information about representations
in Section 2.1 followed by a section about the generative and classification
models (Sections 2.2 and 2.3) analysed in the experiments. This is followed
by a section describingmethods to assess learned data representations (Section
2.4) as well as methods for analysing similarity between representations
(Section 2.5). Finally, a discussion on the different metrics is given in Section
2.6.

2.1 Data representations
A data representation is as the name suggests some type of information
representing the raw data. An image can be represented in many different
ways, for example, as a text describing it. This can be a useful representation
for humans trying to convey the information of the image to another human.
Another image representation commonly used by humans is the image
resolution, which might be of importance when we want to print a picture.
In this case the two integers "N x M" is the representation of the image. In
machine learning, we might be interested in capturing semantic features of the
data into a representation vector so that semantically similar data will be close
to each other in representation space. Word-embeddings such as word2vec
[12] are an example of a representation with incredible semantic power. In
that representation space the vectors for "King" - "Man" + "Woman" will
result in a vector which has the representation for the word "Queen" as the
closest neighbour.

The key insight is that what makes a good representation depends on the
situation. One simple general requirement of a representation is that we want
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it to contain much of the information relevant to our application while being
of much lower dimension. In addition, as written by Böhmer et al. [13] (in
the context of state representations), we also want the representations to be
able to generalize well for unseen data. In other words, we want the method of
extracting representations to not only create powerful representations between
training images, but also create equally powerful representations for images
that were not used during training. An example of a representation extraction
method that does not generalize well for unseen data is using the output of a
severely overfit classification model as a representation. For the training data
this gives a representation which correctly states what class the image comes
from, but outside of the training data this representation will be almost random
and hence contain no relevant information.

An obvious example of a representation which is both low dimensional
and informative is a representation stating what object in the image. This can
be extracted, for example, from the final layer of a neural network trained to
perform classification. The weakness of this representation is that while it
does contain information about which class is shown on the image it does
not contain any other information such as how big it is, which color it has,
which environment it is in and so on. A more interesting alternative is to
instead take a middle layer of a neural network. This layer will hold just as
much information about which class it is, although it is harder to interpret.
However, it will also hopefully contain semantic information about the image.
This representation will also generally be of lower dimension than the input
image. In classification model VGG [14] for example, a representation taken
before the first fully connected layer has dimension 4096 while the image
input dimension is 224 x 224 x 3 = 150528 which is about 37 times more.
A representation close to the output will hold information more specific to
the task that the network is trying to solve while the early layers can hold
more general semantic image information. In Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs) the early layers tend to capture basic features like edges, corners and
textures while the latter layers capture more task specific features [15]. This
thesis focuses on image representations in the form of middle layer values of
deep CNNs. The remainder of this section gives basic background for other
representation extraction methods as well as details on why representations
are relevant to study.

Representations can also be extracted in an unsupervised manner. The
auto-encoder [16] is one example of this which learns a lower dimensional
encoding capable of approximately reconstructing the original data. Another
two methods for learning representations in an unsupervised manner
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are MoCo [8] and SimCLR [7]. The key idea is to perform training to
encode semantically dissimilar images far apart in representation space
and semantically similar images close-by. Since these approaches are
unsupervised, there is no way to know if two real images are semantically
different or similar. Therefore, any two real images are assumed to be
semantically different while semantically similar images are generated for
each image. These semantically similar images can be generated for example
by taking a random crop from the original image or adding Gaussian noise.
Representations learnt in an unsupervised manner are out of the scope of this
thesis; the interested reader can get more of their details from the articles [8]
[7].

In transfer learning, the representations learnt for one task can be used for
another task [5]. As an example, a representation can be extracted from a
network trained to distinguish between 1000 classes and then be used as input
to another model trained to distinguish between 2 other specific classes. The
idea is that the features learnt from the base task can be useful also for the novel
task. This method is especially useful in situations where it is difficult to train
the base model on the novel task, perhaps due to lack of data for the second
task or because the first model was very expensive to train. Deep convolutional
neural networks like AlexNet [17], ResNet [18], Inception V3 [19] and VGG
[14] can be expensive to train from scratch but pre-trained versions can easily
be used to extract representations for training on novel tasks.

Representations are also of interest in domain adaptation, where the task
stays the same but the data has a slightly different distribution [20]. In this
case data from the slightly different distributions can be used to learn efficient
representations before using the correct domain data which might not be as
plentiful.

Another usage of representations is for more complex similarity measures.
Euclidean distance between two images in image space is one similarity
measure, but is not a good choice as a measure of semantic similarity. As an
extreme example, seen in Figure 2.1, an image consisting of black and white
vertical lines one pixel wide which starts with a white line to the left will have
a maximum L2 distance to the same type of image starting with a with a black
line to the left even though the images look basically identical to a human
observer. In this situation the representations of the images would likely
be similar in a deep convolutional neural network, especially due to pooling
layers which help make the network more invariant to small translations [20].
Applying a max pooling layer to the above example images would detect a
white square in every pool giving them identical output.
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Figure 2.1: While these images are very similar to each other according to
a human observer, they are at maximum L2 pixel space distance. A CNN
representational layer can be used instead of pixel space to measure image
similarity.
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Studying the middle layers of neural networks can also benefit neural
network understanding or training. As an example, there has been successful
results adding a loss term that depends on the hidden layers in order to
explicitly encouragemore efficient representations [6]. Since themiddle layers
are a fundamental building block of feedforward neural networks they are
worth understanding better to find improved training methods or usages of
neural networks.

This thesis will explore representations from two distinct types of models.
Their details will now be given (Sections 2.2 and 2.3).

2.2 Classification Models
As mentioned in the previous section on representations (Section 2.1), there
are many options for how to create representations. This project focuses on
representations from classification models and generative models since those
are important and commonly used models in the field of machine learning.
This section describes classification models and the next section describes
generative models. These sections describes the difference between generative
and classification models are as well as give details on the models used in
this thesis. Classification models which are also called discriminative models
only model the conditional distribution P (Y |X) given X , and not the joint
distribution P (X, Y ). In other words they learn to separate different classes
Y but tell us nothing about the data distribution. While this is less informative,
it can be easier to model. Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have
been shown to be powerful in image classification with the great advancement
in 2012 with AlexNet [17] [21] and have since seen more research and
improvements. This thesis will focus on two deep CNN classifiers with details
given below.

AlexNet [17] is a historically important model winning the ILSVRC-2012
competition [22] with a top-5 error rate of 15.3% on ImageNet image
classification with 1000 different classes. They used ReLU nonlinearities
and dropout [23] regularization which were not the standard at the time but
proved very efficient. They also made a network of 5 convolutional layers and
3 linear layers which was deep at that time. Additionally, they had an efficient
implementation training on two GPUs.

ResNet. Another more recent deep CNN model is ResNet [18]. ResNet is
the ILSVRC competition winner of the year 2015, where an ensamble of
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them achieved a top-5 error rate of 3.57% which is less than a quarter of
AlexNet’s top-5 error rate 3 years earlier. The authors pointed out the issue
that adding layers can decrease training error even though in theory a smart
network will not be limited by having extra layers. This is because a deep
network could in theory function exactly as a shallow counterpart by copying
all of the shallow layers and including identity mappings in the deeper layers.
However, the authors hypothesize that it is difficult to learn an identitymapping
with stacked nonlinear layers. They therefore let the stacked layers learn the
mapping F (x) := H(x) − x where H(x) is the desired underlying mapping
which they hypothesize is easier to fit to zero compared to fitting an identify
mapping with stacked nonlinear layers. In practice this can be implemented
by letting the stacked nonlinear layers represent F (x) and then adding x to it
with a skip connection to finally model H(x). ResNet consists of many such
blocks following each other in an architecture inspired by VGG [14]. One
of their tested models had 152 layers [18]. In summary, they found a way
to train much deeper networks for the task than previously with an increased
performance using these residual blocks.

The classification models used in this thesis will be AlexNet and ResNet.
More details on the model implementation details is given in section 5.2.

2.3 Generative Models
This section explains what a generative model is and afterwards gives details
of the generative model used in the experiments of this thesis.

Generative machine learning models model the data distribution [24].
Given a set of dataX and optionally labelsY they estimate the data distribution
P (X) or the joint distribution P (X, Y ) if labels are used. This differs
from discriminative models which estimate only the conditional probability
P (Y |X) as discussed in Section 2.2.

Generative models can be used for discriminative purposes using the
sum rule and product rule of probability P (X, Y ) = P (Y |X)P (X) =

P (Y |X)
∑

Y P (X, Y ) =⇒ P (Y |X) = P (X,Y )∑
Y P (X,Y )

. But this is far from the
only use of generative models. One obvious advantage of generative models
is that they learn this data distribution which can then be explored. Another
advantage is suggested by the name; generative models can generate novel
samples from their estimated distribution [24]. This can be of interest when
we are directly interested in the generated text, images, sound or other type
of data. An example would be to use generated images as art for a game.
Alternatively, the generated synthetic data can be used to train other models
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when there is low access to real labeled data [25]. The remainder of this section
describes the generative model used in this thesis.

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) are powerful generative models
that consist of two distinct network parts; the generator and the discriminator
[9]. The goal of the discriminator is to determine if a generated image comes
from the training dataset or if it was created by the generator. Similarly, the
goal of the generator is to generate images that the discriminator believes are
from the training dataset. The discriminator and the generator are typically
ANNs and the entire system is trained with backpropagation. The generator
starts out with a vector of random noise called the latent vector that it turns into
an image. This randomness is required to be able to create multiple different
images. When the GAN is trained the truncation trick can be used to generate
more realistic images. This means to generate a noise vector and resample
the values that fall above a predetermined truncation threshold. While the
truncation can make images more realistic it can also reduce diversity. The
truncation trick was first used by Marchesi in Megapixel Size Image Creation
using Generative Adversarial Networks [26] and has since been used in models
such as BigGAN [27]. Due to their ability to generate realistic samples, GANs
have had a big research interest leading to the development of many different
types of GANs [28] [29] [27].

The generative model used in the experiments of this thesis is BigGAN
[27]. BigGAN can generate high quality and high resolution natural images
from a large variety of classes [27]. As the name suggests, an important aspect
of BigGAN is the increased number of parameters and batch size compared to
previous versions. In order to achieve success with this size of GAN they also
make architectural and regularizationmodifications. BigGAN can, like certain
other versions of GANs [29], create images from the desired class by adding
class information to the input along with the noise vector. BigGAN comes
in two different versions; BigGAN and BigGAN-deep. Additionally, both
of these come in different versions with different output image resolutions,
128x128, 256x256 and 512x512. BigGAN uses the latent vector as input in
several layers throughout the model unlike the original GAN. A difference
between the deep version and the regular version is that the regular version
splits the latent vector into chunks and feeds it into different layers of the
generator while BigGAN-deep instead feeds the entire latent vector into
different places in the generator. The BigGAN generator consists of several
"ResBlocks" and each block output has a higher dimension than the previous
with the first one being of dimension approximately 30k. In fact, the final layer
before the image in BigGAN-deep-256 has dimension 8.4 million compared
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to 200 thousand of the 256x256 resolution image it outputs. This large
dimensionality is due to the large number of channels used. The image output
is simply the first 3 channels out of 128 while the others are discarded. The
BigGAN [27] project released only the pre-trained generator and does not
include the discriminator to minimize the potential for exploitation.

2.4 Assessing LearnedDataRepresentations
Having a good method to assess representations is important in research. This
allows researchers to compare different representation extraction methods to
each other. It can also be of interest to any practitioners that needs to choose
a representation from a set of options for an application. Another reason to
focus on the representations of the model is that it can be difficult to properly
assess the model using other methods.

One method of assessing representations is to test their information
content by training a model to perform a downstream task using the different
representations as input. For example, image representations can be used
to train a downstream classifier to classify if the image is taken indoors or
outside. If this downstream classifier model is capable of separating indoors
images from outdoors images using the representation it shows that the
representation contains this information in one form or another. In addition,
if the classifier is simple it shows that the indoors and outdoors images are
easily separable in the representation space. This simple separation can
indicate that the representation encoder learnt semantic information if it
did not train specifically to tell if images were indoors or outdoors; since
they were separated nonetheless. While this method has several strengths, it
also comes with downsides. The above example would only be possible if
the images were labeled as "inside" or "outside". There is also the issue of
selecting a single downstream task and downstream model as well as training
method. Too much freedom in these choices make it hard to use this method
as a performance metric and it can sometimes be impossible to define a
meaningful downstream task.

When assessing representation, much can be learnt from previous work
aiming to evaluate GANs since when assessing GANs it can be useful to
focus on the representations. The difficulty of assessing GANs stems from
the fact that they have a computationally intractable likelihood [30]. There
is also no meaningful representation downstream task that will represent the
image qualify of generated GAN images. Therefore, other methods need to
be used. The main idea is to compare the distribution of generated images
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with the distribution of real images in representation space. Fréchet inception
distance (FID) [10] is one of the main GAN evaluation metrics used and it
does exactly that. FID increases if the GAN creates realistic images, but also
if the GAN is able to create a full variety of images. These two aspects can
be measured separately since realistic images will be within ares of the real
data distribution and for a GAN creating a wide variety of images most of the
real data distribution will be in areas of the GAN distribution. Methods for
approximating these two aspects from samples have been developed [31] [32]
and I will use them to test overlap between different distributions in this thesis.
The methods are explained in much more detail in the next section (Section
2.4.1).

2.4.1 Precision and Recall
The concepts of precision and recall in machine learning usually refers to
the binary classification problem where they are equal to the statistical terms
positive predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive value (NPV) [33]
respectively. The same ideas can be generalized to test how well aligned
two distributions are using samples from unknown distributions. Let the first
distribution be called the reference distribution and let the reference set R be
the set of samples from the reference distribution. Similarly let the second
distribution be called the evaluation distribution and let the evaluation set E
be the set of samples from the evaluation distribution. The precision is then
defined as the fraction of samples from the evaluation set E that are within
the support of the reference distribution. Similarly, the recall is the fraction of
samples from the reference set R that are within the support of the evaluation
distribution. This is illustrated in Figure 2.2. In statistics, the support of
a distribution is the set of all regions with a non-zero probability density.
However, with complex distributions from the real world it can sometimes be
more useful to estimate the support as the regions that are "reasonably likely"
as opposed to exactly non-zero, as illustrated by the following GAN example.
One usage of these measure is to measure the performance of a GAN. R is
then a sample of images from the real distribution that the GAN should learn,
for example images of faces. E is the set of GAN generated images. A high
precision means that a high fraction of GAN images are placed in regions of
real images which means that the images are realistic. A high recall means
that a high fraction of real images are in the regions of GAN images which
means that GAN images are diverse. This example illustrates how for this
purpose the support set should not contain every image that has a non-zero
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Figure 2.2: Basic visualization of the precision and recall concepts. The colors
show the different support for the distributions of the sets R and E.

probability since there is typically no such thing as completely impossible
images. Also note that the distributions do not necessarily have to be the
image pixel space. It can instead be a space that is more semantic-oriented
such as image representation space from a CNN. This makes the precision and
recall values more semantically meaningful. Below are mathematical details
of two different methods for obtaining precision and recall values. Both of
these methods are used extensively in my experiments.

"Improved Precision and Recall" - IPR Kynkäänniem et al. [31] defines
the support regions as hyperspheres around each sample with a radius to reach
the kth nearest neighbour. They recommend sampling 50000 points from each
distribution. k was typically chosen to be 3. They call it Improved Precision
and Recall (IPR). As previously mentioned, precision is then defined as the
fraction of samples from the evaluation set E that are within the support of
the reference distribution. Similarly, the recall is the fraction of samples from
the reference set R that are within the support of the evaluation distribution.
The original purpose of IPR is to evaluate the quality of generated images of a
generative model. I will denote the precision and recall of this method as IP
and IR respectively. Additionally, I will denote them together in a vector as
IPR = [IP, IR]. This vector IPR is distinguished from the method IPR by
its bold text.
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Geometric Component Analysis - GeomCA Another method of estimating
the regions of support is given by Poklukar et al. [32] who introduce the
Geometric Component Analysis (GeomCA) algorithm. Unlike IPR, GeomCA
was introduced with the purpose of analysing representations rather than
evaluating models. The GeomCA algorithm also gives more measures in
addition to precision and recall.

GeomCA first forms a graph of the set of all points by connecting points
if and only if they are of distance shorter than a hyperparameter ε. This graph
is formed with all points from R and E independently of which set the points
belong to. This graph results in one or more connected components {Gi} that
are disconnected from each other, i.e., there is a path from every node inside
the set Gi to every other node inside Gi and there is no path from any node
inside Gi to any other node inside Gj for i 6= j.

We denote the number of points (or vertices) inside a graphG as |G|V and
the number of edges is denoted as |G|E . The subgraph of G containing points
from only E or R respectively is denoted as GE and GR. This means that
we denote the number of points from set R and E in Gi as |GR

i |V and |GE
i |V

respectively. Additionally, the number of edges in Gi that connect two points
of the same set (R and E respectively) is denoted |GR

i |E and |GE
i |E .

The first key idea is that if both distributions are similar, the ratio of points
from E and R within each connected component will be close to 1:1 (at least
statistically speaking for clusters that do not have too few points). This is
tested for each connected component with the consistencymeasure introduced
in GeomCA. The consistency c of a connected component Gi is defined as

c(Gi) = 1− ||G
R
i |V − |GE

i |V |
|Gi|V

(2.1)

In other words each connected component gets a high consistency if and only
if it contains a similar number of points from each distribution.

The second key idea is that if the two distributions are similar, the
points from R and E will both be spread out in all areas of each connected
component. One way to measure this is to test that there is a high number
of edges that go between points from the two different distributions within
Gi relative to the total number of edges in Gi. The quality q of a connected
component is 0 if it only has a single point, and is otherwise defined as

q(Gi) = 1− ||G
R
i |E + |GE

i |E |
|Gi|E

. (2.2)
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A connected component has a high quality if and only if there is a high
connectivity between the sets compared to within the sets E and R.

We can now define the graph consisting of all high quality and high
consistency connected components as follows. Let ηc, ηq ∈ [0, 1] be real
numbers. Let

S(ηc, ηq) = ∪
q(Gi)>ηq ,c(Gi)>ηc

Gi (2.3)

ηc and ηq are additional parameters of the GeomCA algorithm. Precision p
and recall r is then defined as

p =
|SE|V
|GE|V

(2.4)

r =
|SR|V
|GR|V

(2.5)

The parameters ε, ηc and ηq can then be chosen to suit the needs of the
experiment. In the GeomCA experiments ε was chosen as the 10:th percentile
of distances between randomly chosen samples from R. The same method
will be used in my experiments for simplicity. To summarize GeomCA, the
idea is that if the two distributions are similar to each other there exists more
high quality and consistency connected components which means precision
and recall are higher.

While the original description of GeomCA was done without defining
support regions for each distribution, it can be reformulated into an equivalent
form more easily comparable to IPR. If the support regions for both
distributions E and R are defined as a region tightly surrounding the set
S(ηc, ηq) then precision and recall can be defined exactly as it was in IPR as
the fraction of samples that are within the support of the other distribution. It
might sound strange that the support regions are identical for E and R and
that they both have points outside of their support. However, for the purpose
of estimating precision and recall it is irrelevant to label regions that only
have points from one distribution as support for that distribution since it will
not affect the precision and recall scores. Note that even though the support
regions are identical for the evaluation and reference sets the precision and
recall can still differ since they count the fraction of points within this support
region from the different sets.

Note that an advantage of GeomCA over IPR is that it also outputs the
clusters and consistency and quality measures which can be useful.

Similarly to IPR I will denote the GeomCA precision and recall as GP
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andGR respectively. Both precision and recall together in a vector is denoted
by GPR = [GP,GR]. The non-bold GPR will refer to the method instead
of this vector.

In summary, this section has shown the advantages and various methods
of assessing representations. The next section will focus on a type of
representation analysis centered around comparing similarity between
representations (Section 2.5).

2.5 Methods Comparing Neural Network
Similarity

There are many metrics to find similarity between neural networks. This
section will mostly focus on Centered Kernel Alignment (CKA) [34] and its
background which is used extensively in my experiments. The most basic and
intuitive method for comparing similarity between different neural networks
takes a group of example data and tests if networkA and network B give similar
or different similarity scores between the example data points. This is called
Representational Similarity Analysis (RSA) [35]. This method works with
any method of calculating similarity scores between the example data. Hence
it can even be used to test if a neural network gives a similar similarity between
the example data to a human tasked with rating similarity between the example
data [36].

Another approach more specific to neural networks is to compare the
values of the representational vectors. CKA is one such method, and it is
based on canonical correlation analysis (CCA). This section is dedicated to
explaining their details.

2.5.1 Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA)
A clear statistical tool for finding similarity between two sets of random
variables is canonical correlation analysis (CCA). By considering the neuron
activations in a layer as a set of random variables, CCA can be applied to neural
networks. CCA applied to the set of random variables x = (x1, x2, ..., xN)

and y = (y1, y2, ..., yM) first looks for the vectors a and b which gives the
maximum correlation ρ between the scalar products a · x and b · y. The
process is then repeated but with the additional constraint that the next a and
b need to be independent to all previously found canonical variables a · x and
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b · y. With N random variables in x and M random variables in y this can
be repeated min(N,M) times. The rest of this text assumes that N ≤ M . In
practice, we only have samples from these random variables which means that
a and b will be calculated to give maximum correlation given the samples X
and Y .

For intuition, these directions of maximum correlation a1 and b1 are
chosen so that when projecting a sample fromX on a1 its length will correlate
maximally with the length of a sample fromYprojected onb1 (on average over
all samples). If there is a causal relationship in the correlation then this means
that the a1 direction in X-space measures a similar phenomenon to what theb1

direction measures in Y-space and their correlation is ρ1. The next canonical
variables are chosen with a2 and b2 which are forced to be orthogonal to a1

and b1 to ensure that they measure a separate phenomenon.
CCA is rarely used directly to compare neural networks [34]. However, it

forms a basis for other proposed and used methods [37] [38] [39]. CKA [34]
is one of them and is described below with motivation for using that instead
of CCA.

Finally, note that CCA uses a linear transformation. Two sets of
representations might capture the same phenomena and perform the same
clustering but require a much more complex transformation in order to find
any correlation between them. In this case, clustering algorithms could be an
alternative to finding similarities. That said, many interesting analyses using
metrics based on CCA have shown similarity between different networks
which are described in more detail in Chapter 3.

2.5.2 Centered Kernel Alignment (CKA)
CKA uses the Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion (HSIC). In order to
understand the equation for HSIC some background and notations should first
be given. In linear algebra the centering matrix H has the property that when
it is multiplied with a vector the result is the vector with the mean of the vector
subtracted element-wise. H is given by H = I − 1

n
11T where 1 is a vector

of all ones. The trace is denoted by Tr. This thesis only uses CKA with a
linear kernel which simplifies the equations. With this, the equation for the
empirical estimation of HSIC is given by

HSIC(K,L) =
1

(n− 1)2
Tr(KHLH). (2.6)
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where K and L are the linear kernel Gram matrices for the data X and Y
respectively, meaning that Ki,j = xi · xj and Li,j = yi · yj .

This allows defining Centered Kernel Alignment as

CKA(K,L) =
HSIC(K,L)√

HSIC(K,K)HSIC(L,L)
. (2.7)

HSIC by itself is another proposed measure for determining variable
dependence [40]. The addition of the denominator in CKA is there to force
the similarity metric to be invariant to isotropic scaling which means that
CKA(X, Y ) = CKA(αX, βY ) for any positive α, β. HSIC with a linear
kernel can be rewritten into a more intuitive form. Let n be the number of
samples. It can then be shown that [34]

HSIClinear(K,L) =
1

(n− 1)2
vec(XXT ) · vec(Y Y T ) (2.8)

where vec extends the matrix into a vector in the same order for both XXT

and Y Y T . Note that X and Y here are assumed to have been preprocessed to
center the columns. To quote the well written article [34]: "The elements of
XXT and Y Y T are dot products between the representations of the i:th and
j:th examples, and indicate the similarity between these examples according
to the respective networks." Since HSIC with a linear kernel takes a scalar
product between these two, it measures the similarity between X and Y in
their pairwise example-similarities. In other words, a positive score indicates
a high correlation between xi · xj and yi · yj while a negative score implies a
negative correlation. However, note that this includes the similarity between
the same image to itself which causes some positive bias since both xi ·xi and
yi · yi are positive. Even with a large number of data points this bias term can
become dominating with high dimensional data where most of the data can be
close to a 90 degree angle between each other.

Debiased CKA CKA comes with a debiased version which makes the HSIC
calculation unbiased. However, the authors note that CKA might still be
biased. The reader that prefers reading NumPy code with comments can
instead have a look at the CKA demo ∗.

In order to understand the process for calculating the unbiased HSIC score
∗ https://colab.research.google.com/github/google-research/
google-research/blob/master/representation_similarity/Demo.

ipynb

https://colab.research.google.com/github/google-research/google-research/blob/master/representation_similarity/Demo.ipynb
https://colab.research.google.com/github/google-research/google-research/blob/master/representation_similarity/Demo.ipynb
https://colab.research.google.com/github/google-research/google-research/blob/master/representation_similarity/Demo.ipynb
https://colab.research.google.com/github/google-research/google-research/blob/master/representation_similarity/Demo.ipynb
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the practical process for calculating the biased version is first explained. The
gram matrix XXT could be calculated simply by first preprocessing X to be
centered and then calculating the matrix product, but instead the process is as
follows:

1. Use the non-centered X to calculate K = XXT where K has columns
{
−→
k 1,
−→
k 2, ...,

−→
k n} and rows {k1,k2, ...,kn}.

2. Initialize variable m as the mean of each column of K:
m = {mean(

−→
k 1),mean(

−→
k 2), ...,mean(

−→
k n)}.

3. Element-wise change the values of m: mi ←− mi − mean(m)/2.
(mean(m) in this equation is constant and uses the m from step 2.)

4. For each column
−→
k i of K, subtract m:

−→
k i ←−

−→
k i −m.

5. For each row ki of K, subtract m: ki ←− ki −m.

K after step 5 is equal to the gram matrix of a centered X which is needed
for calculating HSIC. The unbiased procedure is similar but has a couple of
modifications as follows:

1. Same as step 1 of the biased procedure: K = XXT

2. Set the diagonal elements ofK to 0.

3. Same as step 2 of the biased procedure: Initialize variablem as the mean
of each column of K: m = {mean(

−→
k 1),mean(

−→
k 2), ...,mean(

−→
k n)}.

4. Adjust m by multiplying with n
n−2 where n is the number of samples:

m←− m n
n−2 .

5. Similar to step 3 of the biased procedure, but adds another
multiplication term. Element-wise change the values of m:
mi ←− mi − mean(m) n

2(n−1) . (mean(m) is again constant and
refers to m from step 4.)

6. Same as step 4 of the biased procedure. For each column
−→
k i of K,

subtract m:
−→
k i ←−

−→
k i −m.

7. Same as step 5 of the biased procedure. For each row ki of K, subtract
m: ki ←− ki −m.

8. Finally, the diagonal ofK is once again set to 0.
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In the debiased version thisK after step 8 is used as the centered gram matrix
for calculating HSIC. Notice how the diagonal elements of the gram matrix
K are the ones responsible for the previously mentioned bias of similarity
between xi · xi which are now set to 0. In the experiments of this thesis the
debiased version of CKA is used.

Similarity toCCACKAcan be shown to be similar to CCAwhenX and Y are
centered. First, consider extracting the average squared correlation coefficient
from CCA.

R2
CCA =

∑N
i ρ

2
i

N
. (2.9)

The next step is to perform singular value decomposition on the matrices
of sampled data X and Y which are the same as in CCA (Section 2.5.1).
This singular value decomposition results in splitting the data matrix into
multiplication of three simpler matrices

X = UXΣXV
T
X (2.10)

where UX is the left unitary matrix, ΣX is a rectangular diagonal matrix and
V T
X is the right unitary matrix of the singular value decomposition. Similarly,

for Y we get
Y = UY ΣY V

T
Y . (2.11)

In addition, we define uiX to be the ith column of UX which are called the
left-singular vectors. These are also the ith eigenvectors of XXT . It can be
shown that [34]

R2
CCA =

N∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

〈uiX ,u
j
Y 〉

2/N (2.12)

where N and M are the number of neurons in X and Y respectively.
Interestingly, the CKA score with a linear kernel gives a similar expression

CKA(XXT , Y Y T ) =

∑N
i=1

∑M
j=1 λ

i
Xλ

j
Y 〈uiX ,u

j
Y 〉2√∑N

i=1(λ
i
X)2

√∑M
j=1(λ

j
Y )2

(2.13)

where λiX and λjY are the ith and jth eigenvalues corresponding to the
eigenvectors uiX and ujY respectively. This shows that CKA is similar to CCA
but puts additional emphasis on directions where the eigenvectors have a large
eigenvalue.

For simplicity as well as computational reasons I exclusively use CKAwith
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a linear kernel in my experiments. For the interested, more details on what
motivated HSIC and additional details on CKA such as usage of a non-linear
kernel I recommend reading the article by Kornblith et al. [34].

2.6 Discussion on the above metrics
All of the metrics used in the thesis come with advantages and disadvantages
and are therefore used with care. The precision and recall metric of
Kynkäänniem et al [31] (IPR) will arguably behave strangely when a data
point does not have any close neighbours in which case it will create a
massive volume of support. GeomCA can in theory give a large difference in
precision and recall from a small change in any of the hyperparameters either
because the connected components have a drastic change in connectivity or
because there is a large connected component at the threshold of quality or
consistency.

Note how CKA uses the same images in different representation spaces
while precision and recall uses different images in the same representation
space. Thus CKA can not be used to compare representations from two
GAN generators. Similarly, precision and recall can not be used to compare
representations across models directly. However, precision and recall can
instead be used as tools to learn about certain aspects of the different models
separately and then those aspects can be compared.
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Chapter 3

Related Work

This section describes previous work with emphasis on comparing models and
representations. Models are often compared and selected using benchmark
tests and metrics (such as IS, FID described in section 2.4). This section will
mainly focus on deeper comparisons and papers where the main purpose is
performing the comparisons.

SVCCA Singular Vector Canonical Correlation Analysis (SVCCA) [38] is
like CKA a measure of similarity between two layers from neural networks
(Section 2.5.2). The two measures are quite similar. The SVCCA method
takes as input the data from N examples and two neuron groups X and Y
consisting of m1 and m2 neurons respectively: X = {x1, ...,xm1}, Y =

{y1, ...,ym2} where xi and yi are the sample values of the i:th neuron in
layer X and Y respectively. The first step of SVCCA is to perform singular
value decomposition on the data matrices. Singular value decomposition was
explained in Section 2.5.2. For X this can be expressed as

X = UXΣXV
T
X . (3.1)

The next step is to keep only the largest singular values (located in the diagonal
of ΣX) so that they sum to 99% of the sum of all of the singular values.
The corresponding columns of UX and rows of V T

X are then cut which gives
a new estimation of the data matrix X. The same procedure is repeated for
Y. Following this, a canonical correlation analysis (CCA, Section 2.5.1) is
performed giving correlation coefficients {ρi}. The SVCCA score is the
average of these correlation coefficients.

The authors motivate SVCCA with a simple example with three subspaces
A, B and C. A has 50 dimensions, B and C both have 200 dimensions where the
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first 50 are well aligned with A. The difference between B and C is that B has
150 dimensions of noise and C has 150more useful dimensions. CCA analysis
will in this situation judge the difference between (A, B) and (A, C) the same.
The authors argue that B should be given a high similarity score since A is a
good representation space for B, but the same is not true for C since A holds
all the relevant information in B but only a subset of the relevant information
of C. This is solved by SVCCA since it will remove the dimensionality of B
more than C and thereby lowering the number of CCA coefficients to average
from which gives a higher SVCCA similarity score since only 50 of the CCA
correlation coefficients will have high values. They also show in experiments
that the directions with high singular values are of increased importance. In
their experiment, a model performed almost equally well classifying CIFAR-
10 [41] images keeping only 25 SVCCA directions out of 512. The advantage
of performing their truncated singular value decomposition in that case is to
reduce the effects of noise.

We saw in the description of CKA (Section 2.5.2) that it similarly puts
emphasis on the singular vectors with higher singular values. CKA does
this smoothly with scaling instead of using a cut-off. The fact that both
SVCCA and CKA find it important to reduce the effect of the directions of
low singular values when comparing representations motivated usages of PCA
dimensionality reduction on representations in my experiments.

In the paper introducing SVCCA they also perform several experiments.
In one of the experiments they compare a model during training to the same
model when it is fully trained. This showed that the early layers more
quickly reached a high similarity to the fully trained model which they used as
motivation to introduce a training procedure which freezes the early layers one
by one during training to save computation. This experiment was done with
CIFAR-10 images [41]. Inspired by this experiment I use a similar procedure
to compare an overfit model with itself before overfitting in Section 4.3.

Similarity Analysis of Contextual Word Representation Models Wu et al.
[39] compares similarity using a wide range of similarity measures such as
CKA and SVCCA as well as measures focused on individual neurons. They
also compare a wide range of models (focused on text rather than images) with
many of their layers giving similarity measures between each of approximately
200 layers total from about 8 different models which creates an approximately
200x200 grid of similarities. Many of the discoveries from their experiments
are expected, showing that models within the same family are more similar,
adjacent layers are more similar, layers closer to the input are more similar,
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and layers closer to the output is more affected by fine-tuning. Since they
used some similarity metrics that were focused on finding correlation between
individual neurons and others that used the entire representation theywere able
tomeasure "localization". It was based on the idea that if two layers have a high
neuron based similarity compared to the overall representational similarity it
shows that information is localized in the neurons as opposed to distributed
over all neurons. Using this idea the found that layers closer to the output are
more localized. However, they found that the opposite was true for fine-tuned
models; localization decreased in the layers closer to the output.

While it is of interest to reproduce this large scale comparison with image
models instead of text models it would be out the scope of my thesis. Instead I
perform similar experiments but to a much smaller extent, such as calculating
similarity scores between different layers and models. This study helped me
choose a single similarity metric (CKA with linear kernel) since the results
among the scores comparing layers were similar but CKAwas good at picking
up similarity between different models.

Projection Weighted CCA Another metric similar to CCA, SVCCA and
CKA is projection weighted CCA [37] proposed by Morcos et al. Projection
weighted CCA also gives a score of similarity between two layers of neural
networks. Readers interested in the metric are referred to the article [37].
The authors find that larger networks tend to be more similar to each other
than smaller networks. Additionally, they found that when training multiple
models from different random initialization the best performing models had a
high similarity to each other. They mention that this could enable using the
similarity measure to estimate which models perform best without requiring a
validation set.

They also performed an experiment where they trained a model repeatedly
with random initialization and a set of different learning rates. Even though
they all had similar test accuracy the models with the same learning rate would
have a higher similarity to each other suggesting that models systematically
converge to different solutions depending on the learning rate.

This article along with the SVCCA [38] and CKA [34] articles shows the
wide variety of insights that can be made using a metric of similarity between
neural network layers which was a great inspiration. I leave as future work
to alter their above experiment on learning rate to test the effect of other
hyperparameters at various stages of training. For example, exploring which
types of regularization lead to similarly or differently trained models.
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"Inception andResNet Features are (Almost) Equivalent"McNeely-White
et al. [42] performed a comparison between ResNet-v2 [43] and Inception-
v4 [44] by splitting them up into a feature extractor F () and classifier C()

where they chose the classifier to be the fully connected layers before the
output. Their goal was to see if the classifier of one model could function
with features taken from the other. This is done using a pre-trained ResNet
and Inception-V4. To allow the different models to swap classifiers they train
an affine transformationMI−→R() between the different representations using
training data where I andR represent Inception and ResNet respectively. They
then test CR(MI−→R(FI()) classification accuracy. They found that when
ResNet was given the transformed Inception features the accuracy compared
to regular ResNet was increased by 1.4% and that Inception with ResNet
features had a decrease of 4.5% in accuracy compared to regular Inception.
Their conclusion is that both representations hold similar information since a
well performing affine transformation can be trained. In particular, Inception
holds most of the information that ResNet holds. The increase in accuracy
using the affine transformation they suggest indicates that Inception captures
the informative features of ResNet but with a higher consistency than ResNet
itself. It is worth noting that even though the affine transformation increased
ResNet performance it did not surpass the regular Inception classification
accuracy so no superior model was created. While this method is an elegant
way to compare the strength of different representations I believe that it works
best when the classifiers are simple and of similar complexity. This is the
case for Inception-v4 and ResNet which both have a single fully connected
layer. In the experiments in my thesis there are representations taken from
several different locations in the networks. On top of that, AlexNet has three
fully connected layers. There is an added asymmetry since one of the features
would go from an affine transformation to a simple classifier and the the other
features would go from an affine transformation to a more complex classifier.
It would be harder to draw conclusions about which feature is superior from
the experiment due to the above mentioned asymmetry. Therefore, I chose not
to use this method in my thesis. This study gives me the (weak) hypothesis
that representations from AlexNet will be similar to those of ResNet in my
experiments.
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Chapter 4

Method

This section gives an overview of the method of the thesis. The main research
questions are investigated in five experiments in Section 4.1. Following that
are three smaller experiments aimed at revealing potential paths for future
work related to representation learning. The details of the implementations
are given in Chapter 5 and the results are given in Chapter 6.

4.1 Structural comparisons of natural image
representations

This set of experiments aims to structurally compare natural image
representations. In order to obtain image representations that are general,
the training data used is ImageNet [45] which has a wide variety of natural
images. ImageNet is explained in more detail in Section 5.1. The choice of
models and representational layers is consistent throughout these experiments.
The classification models of choice are AlexNet [17] and ResNet [18] and the
generative model of choice is BigGAN [27]. More details on the exact model
choices and their representational layers are given in Section 5.2.

These experiments will compare representations from different ImageNet
classes. Therefore, I split the data into class groups where each group contain
classes that are semantically similar to each other as well as a group of random
classes. The three groups are dogs, vehicles, and random classes. The
exact classes in each group is given in Section 5.1. Geometrically separating
different class groups instead of simply classes might be more difficult. To
simplify it, each group contains semantically similar images, such as different
breeds of dogs. If the class groups have different distributions it could be a
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sign of semantic understanding in the representational layer. However, it could
also simply be a sign of a very large individual class separation.

My notation for these representations is as follows. The model M that
the representations come from is denoted by Alex / Res / BG for AlexNet,
ResNet and BigGAN respectively. The feature layer f that the representations
come from is one of AVG / FC / RB for the average pool layer, first fully
connected layer as well as the third ResBlock (Section 5.2 holds details onwhat
these layers are). The data d that the representations come from is denoted by
either T / V / G for training data, validation data and GAN generated data
respectively. The class group g that the data comes from is denoted by DOG
/ VEH / RAND for dogs, vehicles, random respectively. With this, the full
representation description is written Mg−d

f . As an example, the representation
taken as the values of the average pooling layer in ResNet when fed training
dog data is denoted as ResDOG−T

AVG .
These experiments use the CKA metric [34] described in Section 2.5.2 as

well as precision and recall scores from IPR [31] and GeomCA [32] described
in Section 2.4.1. All of these measures will take two sets of representations as
input. As an example, the GeomCA precision between training and validation
vehicle data in the first fully connected layer of AlexNet is denoted GP(
AlexVEH−T

FC , AlexVEH−V
FC ).

The symbols in Mg−d
f will often have subscripts. When comparing two

representations with the same subscripts on both sides these subscripts are
often removed for readability. Thismeans that for example that the comparison
between different groups within the same model and dataset can simply be
written (Mgj−d

f , Mgm−d
f ) instead of ( Mi

gj−dk

fl
, Mi

gm−dk

fl
).

4.1.1 Experiment - Class group separation in
classification model representation spaces

This experiment examines how similar the different class groups are in the
representation spaces. At the final layer of a good classification model the
distribution of different class groups are separated since that is what they have
been tasked to do. Similarly, for the middle layers the distributions of the
different classes need to be different in order to be separated later. However,
they might be complicated to disentangle. This experiment aims to find out
if there is a simple geometric separation between different classes in some of
the latter layers of ResNet and AlexNet. The simple clustering of IPR and
GeomCA is used along between different class groups to tell how much the
clusters overlap.
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Research questions for this experiment:

• Do different model’s geometrically separated representations
corresponding to different class groups?

Make note of the word geometrically in the above research question. A simple
tool to check separability would be to test if a linear separator can be trained
to separate different classes using the representation. Instead, I look into the
clustering, allowing a non-linear separability while still gaining insight into the
geometric structure of the representations. I use IPR and GPR to achieve this.
Rather than comparing single classes to each other I compare different groups
of classes which is more difficult to separate. This experiment is performed in
each classification modelM and in each representational layer f to see if there
are differences between different representations in terms of class separability.

More precisely, for each modelM and representation layer f and each pair
of groups gi,gj I calculate IPR and GPR between the two sets ( Mgi−T

f ,
M

gj−T
f )
Note that if I have compared group gi to gj there is no reason to compare

them the other way around, gj to gi, since this gives the same precision and
recall scores but with precision and recall interchanged. Also note that for the
purpose of the research question I also need to obtain these scores for gi,gj

with i = j as a benchmark to see if precision and recall is higher when the
sets come from the same group compared to when they come from different
groups.

4.1.2 Experiment - Training / Validation data in
classifier representation spaces.

In machine learning we wish that a model captures the nature of the true
features of the data as opposed to memorizing the features of the training data.
One method of gaining insight into this is to directly compare the geometric
structure of training and validation data in the representation layers of the
model. The research questions for this experiment is:

• Do different model’s geometrically separated representations
correspond to training and validation data?

Similarly to the class group separation experiment (Section 4.1.1), the goal
here is to study geometric differences between samples from two distributions
in representation space. Therefore, I once again use GPR and IPR to measure
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this. This time the reference set R is training data and the evaluation set E is
validation data.

More precisely, for all of the modelsM and all of its layers f as well as all
of the class groups g I calculate IPR andGPR between the two sets (Mg−T

f ,
Mg−V

f ) Additionally, a benchmark experiment is performed with only training
data while making sure that E and R consists of different images.

If the precision and recall scores are lower when the evaluation set E
consists of validation set data compared when E consists of training data
it means that the representations of training and validation images might be
geometrically separable. For IPR the experiment is run twice with different
training data to get a mean and standard deviation of the precisions and recalls.
I only run the GeomCA algorithm once since it takes longer to run.

This experiment makes use of the class groups in order to keep the
distributions simple. The distribution of all classes combined might be more
complex and a reasonably sized sample would only include a small amount
of images per class. Another important reason is to cover the distribution of
many classes without having to perform a massive number of experiments.

4.1.3 Experiment - Classificationmodel representation
similarity using CKA

This experiment is a basic usage of CKA [34]. Here I compare the similarity
between the different representational layers. The representational layers are
compared both within and between the different classification models. This
is done for each class group to get additional data and to see if there are any
differences. Research questions for this experiment:

• Are different representations from AlexNet and ResNet layers similar to
each other?

Specifically, for all of the groups g I calculate CKA scores between
representation layer fi from modelMj and representation layer fk from model
Ml:

CKA( Mj
g−T
fi

, Ml
g−T
fk

) excluding the case when the models and
representations are the same on both sides. Note that the models here are
limited to ResNet and AlexNet since the GAN generator can not input real
images.
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4.1.4 Experiment - Comparing BigGAN generated
images with training data in representation
space

The procedure of this experiment is similar to the second experiment
comparing training and validation data (Section 4.1.2). Here BigGAN
generated images are used instead of validation data. Similarly to FID and IS,
this tell us how similar to real data the GAN generated data is in the different
representation spaces. In addition, the precision and recall scores tell what
ratio of generated GAN images are in regions of real images as well as what
ratio of the real images are in the region of GAN generated images.

• Are the BigGAN generated images similar to real images in the
classification model’s representation spaces?

More precisely, for all of the models M and all of its layers f as well as all of
the class groups g I calculate IPR and GPR between the two sets ( Mg−T

f ,
Mg−G

f ).
Fortunately, I can use the same benchmark result as in experiment 2 to

see if the precisions and recalls that I get differ from when R and E are both
training data. Obtaining high precision scores relative to the benchmark would
indicate that images seem real in the classifier representation spaces and high
recall scores relative to the benchmark would indicate that the GAN is capable
of generating a variety of images.

4.1.5 Experiment - Comparing BigGANCKA similarity
to classification models

This experiment is similar to the previous CKA experiment (Section 4.1.3).
For this experiment BigGAN representations are added. Since the CKA score
uses the same images for all representations it is not possible to use training or
validation images since they can not enter the BigGAN generator. Therefore,
for this experiment all of the images are generated by BigGAN. These images
are then input to the classification models to extract their representations.
In addition to adding the GAN middle layer representation, I also add the
noise vector and the class embedding used by BigGAN. There are arguments
for using the noise vector fed to a GAN as a semantic representation [28]
[46]. Therefore, I want to find out how similar it is to the other deep CNN
representations. It is insightful to see how similar the different representations
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are to the class embedding which is a semantic representation of the class
information.

The research questions for this experiment is:

• Are BigGAN generator representations similar to the classification
model representations?

• Are any of the representations similar to the noise vector or the BigGAN
class embedding?

• Are the different classificationmodel representations still similar to each
other when using GAN generated data instead of training data?

More precisely, for all of the groups g I calculate CKA scores between
representation layer fj from modelMk and representation layer fl from model
Mm:

CKA( Mk
g−T
fj

, Mm
g−T
fl

) excluding the cases when the models and
representational layers are the same on both sides.
Note that the class embedding and noise vector are part of the BigGAN
representations here. Not all combinations of representations are of interest;
for example, the similarity between the noise vector and the class embedding
is expected to be near 0 since they are completely independent. The exact
combinations are reported in the tables in the corresponding results section
(Section 6.1.5).

It is expected that the representations from the classifiers share some level
of similarity with the class embedding since their job is to separate the classes
and the layers have been taken fairly close to the output. We are interested
to see if the representations are much more similar to the class embedding
than they are to each other since that would indicate that the main thing
that they have in common is the class information. This is in contrast to
the representations being similar in other more general regards such as both
detecting whether an image takes place inside or outside. I would expect the
early layers of the CNN to be less similar to the class embedding and the latter
layers to bemore similar to it. A low similarity with the class embeddingmight
indicate that the BigGAN trained embedding was trained very differently to
the CNN representations. Note that the BigGAN class embedding and noise
vector have a dimensionality that is significantly lower than all of the deep
CNN representations (128 instead of over 2000).
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4.2 Precision and recall with data of reduced
dimensionality

CKA and similar measures argue for putting emphasis on the direction of
change in the data when comparing representations [34] [38]. Inspired by
this, this experiment attempts performing PCA dimensionality reduction on
the data before calculating the IPR and GPR precision and recall scores. The
research question for this experiment is:

• Can dimensionality reduction as an initial step be of interest when
comparing representations using IPR and GPR?

For simplicity, my first experiment (Section 4.1.1) focused on class separation
in classifier representation space is here reproduced but with the addition
of first applying PCA dimensionality reduction on all of the features.
Additionally, since intuitively it might be difficult to properly cluster points
when the number of points is low relative to the dimensionality I also repeat
these experiments with and without dimensionality reduction using less
images. This aims to test if dimensionality reduction is more suitable where
there is less data.

4.3 Analysing overfitting using CKA
This experiment aims to analyse which layers change during overfitting. This
is done by comparing CKA scores between layers of an overfit CNN model
with the same model saved during training before it started overfitting. This
experiment was inspired by a similar one which checked similarity between
layers of a fully trained and partially trained model [38]. In addition to this, I
also want to investigate if this behaviour is similar for training and validation
images. The research questions for this experiment are:

• How much do the different layers change during overfitting in a CNN?

• Is this behaviour similar or different for training and validation data?

Since the big classification models used in previous models are expensive to
train I use a much simpler CNN model and train it on simpler data.

In order to detect that a model is overfit I keep track of validation accuracy
and training accuracy. The non-overfit model is taken as the saved model
before the two scores start separating and the overfit model is taken at a
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point where the two scores differ substantially. Intuitively, different things
might happen to the training and validation representations during overfitting.
This experiment measures how much they change compared to the non-overfit
model.

This experiment should be seen mostly as a concrete idea towards future
work. The scope of the experiment is very small due to limited time. Due to
the small scope I don’t expect to be able to thoroughly answer the research
questions, but the experiment with results are presented regardless to help
guide someone in performing a more thorough followup experiment.
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Chapter 5

Implementation Details

This section gives additional detail about the ImageNet dataset [45] as well as
which representations are taken from the models. This section also goes into
more depth on how the experiments are performed.

5.1 Dataset
The main image dataset used was ImageNet [45], or more precisely the subset
of it called ILSVRC 2012. ImageNet is a gigantic image dataset with over
20000 categories with natural images. In 2012 there was a competition where
1000 of categories were used for visual recognition challenges and this subset
of a bit over a million images is commonly used and commonly referred to as
simply ImageNet which is what I have done throughout the thesis. The images
have widely different resolutions with the average being 469x387. Since the
images are natural images, the classification is not always simple. An example
(not from ImageNet), is depicted in Figure 5.1 showing an image where it is
hard to tell which object is in focus since both the dog and bicycle take up equal
space. In other words, it is not always obvious which object is the semantic
center of the image. This also means that the objects are captured in many
different environments and from different angles.

In my experiments I made groups of classes. The exact classes in each
group are given below. The class names are taken from this GitHub file∗. One
sample image per class can currently be found here†.
Dogs: English setter, Siberian husky, Australian terrier, English springer,
malamute, Great Dane, Walker hound, Welsh springer spaniel, whippet,
∗ https://gist.github.com/aaronpolhamus/
964a4411c0906315deb9f4a3723aac57 † https:
//github.com/EliSchwartz/imagenet-sample-images

https://gist.github.com/aaronpolhamus/964a4411c0906315deb9f4a3723aac57
https://github.com/EliSchwartz/imagenet-sample-images
https://gist.github.com/aaronpolhamus/964a4411c0906315deb9f4a3723aac57
https://gist.github.com/aaronpolhamus/964a4411c0906315deb9f4a3723aac57
https://github.com/EliSchwartz/imagenet-sample-images
https://github.com/EliSchwartz/imagenet-sample-images
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Figure 5.1: It can be ambiguous which class a natural image belongs to. This
image (not from ImageNet) could either be labeled dog or bicycle. An example
of an ambiguous image from the ImageNet dataset can be found in Figure 4 of
the following article [1] where the authors point out that the main focus could
be either dog or cherries.
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Scottish deerhound, Weimaraner, soft-coated wheaten terrier, Dandie
Dinmont, Old English sheepdog, otterhound, bloodhound, Airedale, giant
schnauzer, dalmatian, black-and-tan coonhound.
Vehicles: ambulance, beach wagon, cab, convertible, jeep, limousine,
minivan, Model T, racer, sports car, go-kart, golfcart, moped, snowplow, fire
engine, garbage truck, pickup, tow truck, trailer truck, moving van.
Random group: football helmet, loupe, gorilla, shower curtain, dhole, long-
horned beetle, kit fox, missile, barracouta, weevil, dingo, ruddy turnstone,
grey fox, spaghetti squash, geyser, lion, combination lock, miniature poodle,
eel, saltshaker.

5.2 Model details and their representations
To get a better comparison between different representations I chose models
that were all trained on ImageNet. I also needed them to be pre-trained
since these models typically take large computational resources to train. It
was difficult to find pre-trained generative models that can generate high
resolution ImageNet images. This section gives additional details on the two
classification models and the generative model that suited my experiments.

5.2.1 AlexNet, ResNet
A wide range of classification models pre-trained on ImageNet (ILSVRC
2012) are available as torchvision models ∗. This is what I used for
AlexNet [17] and ResNet[18]. For ResNet, I chose ResNet50 since it is
significantly deeper than AlexNet and powerful enough to avoid the extra
computational load of the larger ResNet versions. For ResNet50, I only took
one representation, the output of the average pool layer before the final fully
connected layer. This layer has dimensionality 2048. For AlexNet I took both
the average pool output before the fully connected layers as well as the output
of the first fully connected layer. These layers have dimensionality 9216 and
4096 respectively. For the purpose of my analysis it would be interesting to
take more representations, but it is be combinatorially infeasible to compare
too many.

The image processing that I used is the standard image processing for
validation / test images for these models. First the images were resized
(upscaled or downscaled depending on the image resolution) to 256x256
∗ https://pytorch.org/vision/stable/models.html

https://pytorch.org/vision/stable/models.html
https://pytorch.org/vision/stable/models.html
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followed by a center crop of size 224. Afterwards there was a normalizing step
of mini-batches to the RGB channels to mean and standard deviation given by
mean=[0.485, 0.456, 0.406], std=[0.229, 0.224, 0.225].

5.2.2 BigGAN
For GAN image generation I used a truncation of 1 since this is the highest
value allowed in the PyTorch implementation that I used (due to the need of
precomputed values). A truncation of 1 was also approximately a middle
ground value in the experiments performed in the BigGAN paper and is
therefore a middle ground between image quality and variation.

For the purposes of my experiments, I used the 256x256 version of
BigGAN to make the image resolution similar to ImageNet images which
my other models are trained on. BigGAN-deep was also the choice over the
regular BigGAN to avoid extracting a representation in the middle of BigGAN
which has not received the entire latent vector yet. For simplicity I refer to this
"BigGAN-deep-256" as BigGAN throughout this thesis.

The representational layer that I extracted from BigGAN is the output of
the third out of 12 ResBlocks which has a dimensionality of 131072. I reduced
the dimensionality of it to 2048 using PCA dimensionality reduction to make
it more comparable with the other representations. This dimensionality
reduction serves also to reduce the otherwise massive memory size. The idea
of using dimensionality reduction is inspired by the representation similarity
measures CKA [34] and SVCCA [38] which argue that the direction of change
in the representation space is more important for the task of comparing
representations.

5.3 GeomCA and IPR hyperparameters
For IPR k was set to 3 as recommended. For GeomCA the quality
and consistency thresholds were both set to 0 and ε was chosen as the
10:th percentile of distances between randomly chosen samples from R.
Sparsification was not used.
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5.4 Other implementation details of
experiment setups

This section gives additional details on the experiments. The text is separated
into each of the experiments.

Class group separation in classification model’s representation spaces.
This experiment used 10k training points in each class group which were
selected randomly. The same 10k points were used throughout each IPR /
GPR calculation for each class group.

Training / Validation data in classification model’s representation spaces.
There are only 50 validation images per class available in ImageNet. This
adds up to 1k validation images per class group. Since GeomCA allows using
a different number of points in the different sets I used 10k training points
while randomly sampling 1k of the training points for IPR.

Classification model representation similarity using CKA. Since CKA is
computationally fast all of the available training data from each class group
was used in this experiment. The number of training images differ slightly
between the classes but all class groups contain approximately 24-25k images.
The debiased version of CKA score is used in this as well as other experiments
using CKA.

Comparing BigGAN generated images with training data in
representation space. 10k BigGAN images were generated for each
class group. The BigGAN generation procedure was to generate images
uniformly randomly from the classes of the wanted groups and to use a
truncation of 1 which is a compromise between image quality and variation.

Comparing BigGAN CKA to classification models. This experiment used
the same 10k generated BigGAN images as described above.

Precision and recall with data of reduced dimension. The PCA
dimensionality reduction was applied to all of the class groups combined.
The reduction keeps 500 dimensions for all of the different feature layers.
In the followup experiments the number of points were reduced to 1000 and
afterwards reduced again to 100. Note that the same PCA reduced data was
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used regardless of the number of points. In other words, while only 100
points were used to calculate IPR, all of the training data was used to reduce
the dimensionality of those points to 500.

Analysing overfitting using CKA. The model with training procedure was
taken directly from a TensorFlow tutorial for CNNs∗. The model has 3
convolutional layers with 2 max pooling layers and 2 dense layers at the end.
In order to promote overfitting I reduced the number of training images to
1000. The same was done with the validation images. The training data used
is CIFAR-10 [41] in order to simplify the training while maintaining natural
images. After looking for the epoch where the training and validation accuracy
started diverging (Figure 6.1) I defined the model as fully trained at 5 epochs
meaning that the later epochs were overfitting. I let it run to 40 epochs before
stopping training.

5.5 Scaling affected my IPR results
I found that scaling the data with a constant such as 10 would in some cases
make IPR precision and recall go to exactly 1 even though IPR is invariant
to scaling in theory. After informing the authors they correctly guessed that
it might be due to the official implementation using 16-bit floats. The official
implementation has now been changed to 32-bit floats (25:th of October 2021).
The reason that I include this section in my thesis is to inform that any
IPR values equal to 1 in previous literature might need to be reconsidered,
especially if they used large or tiny values (AlexNet for example had large
enough values for this to be an issue). The result that triggeredmy investigation
was obtained from one of my benchmark experiments. With setsR andE both
taken as 10000 points sampled from the exact same distribution the precision
was 0.6621 and the recall was 1.0.

∗ https://www.tensorflow.org/tutorials/images/cnn

https://www.tensorflow.org/tutorials/images/cnn
https://www.tensorflow.org/tutorials/images/cnn
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Chapter 6

Results and Discussion

This section presents the results split into sections in the same way as the
method (Section 4). Each experiment presents the result followed by a
discussion of the results.

6.1 Structural comparisons of natural image
representations

6.1.1 Representational class group separation
Results. The goal of this experiment is to find if there is a clear geometric
class separation in the classifier representation spaces. The GeomCA results
for the the different representation spaces are given in Tables 6.1, 6.2, 6.3. The
reference distribution R is the left column and the evaluation distribution E is
the top row. For GeomCA every value is very close to 1 in the average pool
layer of ResNet. In AlexNet the values are high but not as close to 1. The
diagonal values represent the benchmark result between two equal sets. The
average values of the diagonals and in the non-diagonals are similar, but higher
for the diagonals.

The IPR results are given in the same form in Tables 6.4, 6.5, 6.6. For IPR
there is a large difference between the diagonal and non-diagonal values. The
diagonal values are always at least twice as high and sometimes more than 10
times higher; as is the case for AlexNet’s average pooling layer between the
random group and the vehicles group which has precision 0.021 and recall
0.065 but between random to random and vehicles to vehicles the values are
all close to 0.7.
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Table 6.1: GeomCA [Precision, Recall] comparing different classes in ResNet-
AVG:GPR( Resgi−T

AVG , Resgj−T
AVG )

R \E Dogs Random Vehicles
Dogs [0.9979, 0.9981]

Random [0.9997, 0.9990] [0.9996, 0.9992]
Vehicles [0.9786, 0.9881] [0.9557, 0.9882] [0.9919, 0.9910]

Table 6.2: GeomCA [Precision, Recall] comparing different classes in
AlexNet-FC:GPR( Alexgi−T

FC , Alexgj−T
FC )

R \E Dogs Random Vehicles
Dogs [0.919, 0.915]

Random [0.768, 0.848] [0.865, 0.875]
Vehicles [0.844, 0.936] [0.894, 0.937] [0.951, 0.953]

Table 6.3: GeomCA [Precision, Recall] comparing different classes in
AlexNet-AVG:GPR( Alexgi−T

AVG , Alexgj−T
AVG )

R \E Dogs Random Vehicles
Dogs [0.792, 0.783]

Random [0.413, 0.653] [0.661, 0.673]
Vehicles [0.706, 0.793] [0.863, 0.794] [0.822, 0.818]

Table 6.4: IPR [Precision, Recall] comparing different classes in ResNet50-
AVG: IPR( Resgi−T

AVG , Resgj−T
AVG )

R \E Dogs Random Vehicles
Dogs [0.711, 0.711]

Random [0.154, 0.058] [0.715, 0.703]
Vehicles [0.066, 0.168] [0.021, 0.065] [0.702, 0.695]

Table 6.5: IPR [Precision, Recall] comparing different classes in AlexNet-FC:
IPR( Alexgi−T

FC , Alexgj−T
FC )

R \E Dogs Random Vehicles
Dogs [0.632, 0.632]

Random [0.173, 0.169] [0.623, 0.625]
Vehicles [0.045, 0.065] [0.111, 0.128] [0.629, 0.645]
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Table 6.6: IPR [Precision, Recall] comparing different classes in AlexNet-
AVG: IPR( Alexgi−T

AVG , Alexgj−T
AVG )

R \E Dogs Random Vehicles
Dogs [0.409, 0.424]

Random [0.113, 0.197] [0.397, 0.408]
Vehicles [0.032, 0.045] [0.122, 0.070] [0.368, 0.376]

Discussion. The benchmark experiments (the diagonal values in the tables
between images of the same class groups) show how high the precision and
recall values are when the data comes from the same distribution. Note that
the precision and recall values were not 1 even when E and R comes from the
same distributions since they are approximated by a limited number of samples
and are in a high dimensional space and the distributions of the representations
of natural images could be very complex. The lowest benchmark value was
for IPR in AlexNet average pooling layer between vehicle data where precision
was 0.368 and recall 0.376. The highest benchmark values were for GeomCA
in ResNet average pooling layer where they were between 0.991 and 0.9996
for all of the class groups.

This experiment aimed to compare results with the benchmark experiment
and swap the data in the evaluation set E from one distribution (e.g. vehicles)
to a new distribution (e.g. dogs) and measure the precision and recall between
those distributions. If the new distribution (e.g. dogs) has support in many
new areas where the original distribution (vehicles) does not have support the
precision will be reduced compared to the benchmark experiment. Similarly,
if the new distribution no longer has support where the old distribution had
support then recall will be lower compared to the benchmark experiment.
If both precision and recall are significantly lower than the benchmark
experiment it shows that the distributions differ since they have support
in different regions. The experiments with one distribution swapped to a
different distribution is found in the non-diagonal of the tables.

The IPR results show a clear geometric class separability in the
representational layers since the distributions between the classes must differ
for the non-diagonal values to be significantly lower than the diagonal values.
The GeomCA precision and recall values are too similar in the diagonal
and non-diagonal to draw this conclusion. However, GeomCA comes with
additional metrics. For all of the GeomCA calculations the vast majority
of points ended up either in the largest cluster or by themselves. Out of
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all of the largest clusters between the different GeomCA calculations the
smallest one was between the random group and dogs in the AlexNet average
pooling layer which consisted of 10656 images out of 20000. Since the
precision and recall there were low (0.413 and 0.653 respectively) only
0.413 ∗ 10000 + 0.653 ∗ 10000 ≈ 10656 images were in non-zero quality /
consistency clusters. This means that the precision and recall were almost
entirely decided by this one cluster. Because the majority of the points are
in either the largest cluster on by themselves, the ratio between recall and
precision can be used to directly approximate the consistency of this largest
cluster. The quality of the largest cluster can give additional insight. These
qualities are visualized in Tables 6.7, 6.8, 6.9. Interestingly, the quality for
every single benchmark result was 0.50 and the others were significantly
lower. The quality of 0.50 in the benchmark experiment shows that points
from one set has a very similar number of edges to the same set and to the
other set. This is expected since the sets come from the same distribution.
The non-benchmark experiments show that points from one set are more
likely to be connected to points of the same set which is only the expected
result when the distributions differ. Therefore, these results reveal that a
difference between the distributions of the different classes exist. This also
shows the type of geometric group separation that exists; the sets are not in
separated connected components since precision and recall is high but images
from one group tend to be closer to images of the same group. We can also
speculate that it is possible that the groups are on different clusters according
to other clustering algorithms but the GeomCA epsilon graph linked the
different clusters together using in-between points. Something like that might
have happened in the case of ResNet’s Vehicles - Dogs which had precision
0.9786 and recall 0.9881 but quality 0.00.

The fact that the IPR results were in general lower than theGeomCA results
is not too relevant for the purpose of my research questions. They are both
controlled by hyperparameters which could most likely be adjusted to increase
or decrease the precisions and recalls. Finding optimal hyperparameters for
these methods is out of the score of this thesis.

As a suggestion for future work, it would also be interesting to study
semantic separation. This could be done by comparing how high precision
and recall scores are with 10 types of dogs in E and 10 other types of dogs
in R and comparing these values with E and R consisting of 10 dogs and 10
vehicles respectively.
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Table 6.7: GeomCA quality of the largest cluster between different classes in
ResNet-AVG:GeomCA−Quality ( Resgi−T

AVG , Resgj−T
AVG )

R \E Dogs Random Vehicles
Dogs 0.50

Random 0.27 0.50
Vehicles 0.00 0.00 0.50

Table 6.8: GeomCA quality of the largest cluster between different classes in
AlexNet-FC:GeomCA−Quality ( Alexgi−T

FC , Alexgj−T
FC )

R \E Dogs Random Vehicles
Dogs 0.50

Random 0.44 0.50
Vehicles 0.35 0.39 0.50

Table 6.9: GeomCA quality of the largest cluster between different classes in
AlexNet-AVG: GeomCA−Quality ( Alexgi−T

AVG , Alexgj−T
AVG )

R \E Dogs Random Vehicles
Dogs 0.50

Random 0.39 0.50
Vehicles 0.38 0.41 0.50

6.1.2 Training / Validation data in representation
spaces

Result. The goal of this experiment is to investigate if training and validation
representations are geometrically separated. The GeomCA precisions and
recalls when comparing training with validation data is presented in Tables
6.10 and a benchmark comparison with only training data is presented in
Table 6.11. The same setup with IPR instead of GeomCA are presented in
Tables 6.13 and 6.14. For both methods the precision and recall between
training and validation data has very similar values to the precision and recall
between training and other training data. The GeomCA quality of the largest
component is also presented in Table 6.12. These values are also similar for
validation and training data in R.

Discussion. The results show very similar distributions for training and
validation data in the representational layers. If there was a difference it
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Table 6.10: GeomCA [Precision, Recall] with training data as reference set
and validation data as evaluation set: GPR( Mg−T

f , Mg−V
f )

g \M− f Res-avg Alex-fc Alex-avg
Dogs [0.999, 0.9968] [0.842, 0.8924] [0.666, 0.7548]

Random [1.0, 0.999] [0.836, 0.8496] [0.601, 0.6519]
Vehicles [0.986, 0.9887] [0.92, 0.9377] [0.768, 0.7954]

Table 6.11: GeomCA [Precision, Recall] benchmark with training data as
reference set and training data also as evaluation set: GPR( Mg−T

f , Mg−T
f )

g \M− f Res-avg Alex-fc Alex-avg
Dogs [0.995, 0.9967] [0.918, 0.8926] [0.785, 0.7547]

Random [0.998, 0.999] [0.835, 0.8484] [0.634, 0.6526]
Vehicles [0.985, 0.9884] [0.936, 0.9393] [0.784, 0.796]

Table 6.12: GeomCA quality of the largest component for both training vs
validation (TvV) and training vs training (TvT), [TvV-Quality, TvT-Quality]:
GeomCA−Quality ( Mg−T

f , Mg−T
f )

g \M− f Res-avg Alex-fc Alex-avg
Dogs [0.18, 0.17] [0.11, 0.18] [0.09, 0.17]

Random [0.17, 0.17] [0.15, 0.17] [0.14, 0.16]
Vehicles [0.17, 0.17] [0.15, 0.16] [0.16, 0.16]

Table 6.13: IPR mean of [Precision, Recall] with training data as reference set
and validation data as evaluation set: IPR( Mg−T

f , Mg−V
f )

g \M− f Res-avg Alex-fc Alex-avg
Dogs [0.768, 0.634] [0.557, 0.732] [0.341, 0.567]

Random [0.719, 0.667] [0.595, 0.614] [0.344, 0.462]
Vehicles [0.686, 0.663] [0.578, 0.682] [0.360, 0.401]

could have been valuable since it could give insights into how overfitting
occurs which might in turn lead to finding methods to prevent or detect it
during training. Further analysis on the topic could be made by looking for
more complex methods of separating them, for example training a non-linear
classifier to separate training and validation data (and having a test set to verify
the result).

This experiment ran the IPR method twice with different randomly
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Table 6.14: IPR mean of [Precision, Recall] benchmark with training data as
reference set and training data also as evaluation set: GPR( Mg−T

f , Mg−T
f )

g \M− f Res-avg Alex-fc Alex-avg
Dogs [0.735, 0.672] [0.590, 0.678] [0.372, 0.509]

Random [0.722, 0.707] [0.596, 0.6205] [0.363, 0.438]
Vehicles [0.707, 0.697] [0.610, 0.653] [0.364, 0.383]

sampled data to get a hint about the variance in the results. In general the
variance was low with most standard deviations being around 0.005 and the
largest one being 0.042. Note that only the training data was swapped due to
the low amount of available validation data.

Note that the GeomCA network qualities are equal to approximately 0.18
even though E and R come from the same distribution. This is the expected
result since R contains much fewer points than E.

6.1.3 Classification model representation similarity
using CKA

Result. In this experiment the goal is to learn how similar different models and
features are to each other with the CenteredKernel Alignment (CKA)measure.
The result is presented in Table 6.15. The results show that the two layers in
AlexNet are the most similar with a CKA similarity of 0.81-0.85 between the
different groups. There is also a similarity between the AlexNet and ResNet
features since the CKA score between their features is around 0.5. The above
is true independent of the class group of data.

Table 6.15: CKA score between given feature layers for different groups:
CKA( Mi

g−T
fk

, Ml
g−T
fm

)
g \CKA() Resg−T

AVG , Alexg−T
FC Resg−T

AVG , Alexg−T
AVG Alexg−T

FC , Alexg−T
AVG

Dogs 0.54 0.41 0.81
Random 0.58 0.48 0.84
Vehicles 0.52 0.39 0.85

Discussion. The result that the two AlexNet layers next to each other are the
most similar is in line with other similar studies [39] [38] [34]. These results
will be used further in Section 6.1.5 where BigGAN generated images are used
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to see if that gives different results.

6.1.4 Comparing BigGAN generated images with
training data in representation space

Result. This experiment investigates the difference between the distribution
of BigGAN images and real images. The method was similar to the previous
experiment which looked for a difference between training and validation
data (Section 4.1.2). The GeomCA result is found in Table 6.16 and the
corresponding benchmark of real data in both R and E can be found from the
previous experiment in Table 6.11. The IPR results are found in Table 6.17
with benchmark from the previous experiment in Table 6.14. The GeomCA
qualities of the largest components are given in Table 6.18.

The GeomCA precision and recall values very close to the benchmark
result. For IPR on the other hand the precision values are similar while the
recall values are significantly lower than the benchmark result. The GeomCA
qualities which were all 0.5 in the benchmark experiment are now a bit lower;
between 0.33 and 0.5.

Discussion. The fact that the IPR precision is close to the benchmark results
indicates that BigGAN is good at creating images with features similar to
real images. The lower IPR recall and the lower GeomCA network quality
indicates that the GAN did not completely capture the distribution of the data.
The high IPR precisions compared to the benchmark results show that the
GAN samples are in areas of high probability density of real images. The lower
recall could be because the GAN images are not spread out as evenly as the real
images are; we can speculate that they are missing in certain real regions. For
IPR this would lead to a lower recall while for GeomCA it would only lead to a
lower recall if the lack of GAN image diversity causes training points from the
largest connected component to be kicked out. This might have happened if the
training points are well connected in the largest component without requiring
connectivity from the GAN images. Testing how many points end up in the
largest component with training data alone would be an interesting followup
experiment to verify this hypothesis. Another potential effect that could lead
to a low IR but high GR would be if the GAN images come in near-copies of
each other since that would heavily reduce the support of those points in IPR.
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Table 6.16: GeomCA [Precision, Recall] with training data as reference set
and BigGAN generated images as evaluation set: GPR( Mi

gj−T
fk

, Mi
gj−G
fk

)
gj \Mi − fk Res-avg Alex-fc Alex-avg

Dogs [0.999, 0.997] [0.896, 0.921] [0.728, 0.786]
Random [1.000, 0.999] [0.883, 0.861] [0.679, 0.663]
Vehicles [0.998, 0.989] [0.968, 0.942] [0.826, 0.799]

Table 6.17: IPR [Precision, Recall] with training data as reference set and
BigGAN generated images as evaluation set: IPR( Mi

gj−T
fk

, Mi
gj−G
fk

)
gj \Mi − fk Res-avg Alex-fc Alex-avg

Dogs [0.817, 0.208] [0.553, 0.496] [0.397, 0.366]
Random [0.747, 0.167] [0.603, 0.317] [0.457, 0.232]
Vehicles [0.811, 0.115] [0.526, 0.368] [0.337, 0.234]

Table 6.18: GeomCA quality of the largest cluster for different models and
groups with R = Training data and E = BigGAN generated data.

gj \Mi − fk Res-avg Alex-fc Alex-avg
Dogs 0.47 0.33 0.37

Random 0.49 0.47 0.5
Vehicles 0.47 0.36 0.4

6.1.5 Comparing BigGAN CKA to classification
models

Result. This experiment contains three parts. Firstly, comparing BigGAN
representations to the classification model representations. Secondly,
comparing the BigGAN ResBlock representation with the noise and the class
embedding. Thirdly, comparing classification model representations to each
other in the same way as in Section 6.1.3 but with BigGAN generated images.

Result-1. The first part of this experiment is to compare BigGAN
representations to the classification models and can be seen in Tables
6.19, 6.20, 6.21 for dogs, random group, and vehicles respectively. There
is a CKA score of between 0.02 and 0.08 between the classifiers and the
BigGAN latent vector. For the random group and the vehicle group, the
classification model’s similarity to BigGAN’s ResBlock 3 is higher than the
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similarity between the classification models seen previously in Table 6.15.
With dog data it is about the same. The ResNet feature has a higher similarity
to the class embedding compared to AlexNet’s feature while AlexNet is about
equally similar to the class embedding as it is to ResNet.

Table 6.19: CKA score for group Dogs between models with BigGAN
generated images: CKA( Mi

DOG−G
fj

, Mk
DOG−G
fl

)
\Classification Models ResDOG−G

AVG AlexDOG−G
FC AlexDOG−G

AVG

Latent vector 0.03 0.06 0.07
Class embedding 0.70 0.52 0.46

ResBlock-3 0.48 0.54 0.58

Table 6.20: CKA score for group Random between models with BigGAN
generated images: CKA( Mi

RAND−G
fj

, Mk
RAND−G
fl

)
\Classification Models ResRAND−G

AVG AlexRAND−G
FC AlexRAND−G

AVG

Latent vector 0.02 0.03 0.03
Class embedding 0.73 0.57 0.57

ResBlock-3 0.77 0.67 0.63

Table 6.21: CKA score for group Vehicles between models with BigGAN
generated images: CKA( Mi

VEH−G
fj

, Mk
VEH−G
fl

)
\Classification Models ResVEH−G

AVG AlexVEH−G
FC AlexVEH−G

AVG

Latent vector 0.02 0.06 0.08
Class embedding 0.64 0.46 0.34

ResBlock-3 0.62 0.61 0.63

Discussion-1. It is interesting that the similarity between ResBlock-3 and the
classification models is at least as high as the similarity between AlexNet and
ResNet. The BigGAN generator has a very different architecture and it is a
generative model instead of a classification model. It should be noted that the
PCA dimensionality reduction of the ResBlock-3 representations might have
affected the similarity.

In the method of this experiment in Section 4.1.5 I wrote that if the
similarity to the class embedding is much larger than the similarity between
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models it might indicate that the only thing the representations have in
common is the hidden class information. Instead we see that the class
embedding is about equally similar. This indicates that the models indeed
have some similarity in the way that they represent the data. It would be an
interesting followup experiment to also calculate the similarity to the one-hot
encoded class label to compare with the class encoding which was learnt by
BigGAN. The difference between them is that the class embedding was learnt
by BigGAN and contains semantic class information while the one-hot class
label contains purely class information.

The CKA scores between the classifiers and the latent vector are between
0.02 and 0.08. In order to investigate if these scores could happen by chance
without any correlation, another experiment was performed. This experiment
calculated the CKA score between one of the representations ( ResDOG−G

AVG ,
arbitrarily chosen) and randomly generated latent vectors for different images.
The experiment was repeated 5 times. Between the 5 runs this gave a mean
CKA score of 3.7 ∗ 10−6 with a standard deviation of 1.1 ∗ 10−4. The fact
that these CKA scores were smaller than the previous scores of 0.02 to 0.08
indicate that the previous scores reveal a very slight correlation between the
latent vector and the classifier representations. However, note that even if there
is a real slight correlation between the similarity in latent space and classifier
spaces, such a low value does not necessarily mean that they have semantic
similarity. The CKA score between two layers of a neural network tends to be
high. The representations of the classifiers could be seen as the latent vector
having gone through multiple layers of the BigGAN generator to become an
image and then going through more layers in the classifiers to become the
representation. It is therefore possible that the CKA score between the latent
vector and the classifier representations would also be between 0.02 and 0.08
even if the weights of the models are completely randomised. I leave this as
future work to test. Another possibility is that two very similar latent vectors
tend to sometimes produce similar images that the classifier then recognises
as having similar features which would lead to a positive CKA score.

Result-2. The second part of this experiment is to compare BigGAN
representations to each other. This can be seen in Table 6.22. The latent
vector is a bit more similar to ResBlock-3 than it was to the classification
models seen previously. The similarity between the class embedding and the
representations is highest for the random group and lowest for dogs.

Discussion-2. It was expected that the latent vector is more similar to
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Table 6.22: CKA-similarity between the latent vector and class embedding to
the ResBlock-3 representation. Repeated for the different class groups: CKA(
BGg−G

RB , BGg−G
f )

f \g Dogs Random Vehicles
Latent vector 0.16 0.04 0.10

Class embedding 0.37 0.84 0.63

ResBlock-3 compared to how similar it is to the classification models since
ResBlock-3 originates from the same model. The CKA score puts emphasis
on the directions of change in the representations. Therefore, the CKA score
between ResBlock-3 and the class embedding for the dog class measures how
similarly they represent different breeds of dogs while for the random class the
CKA score measures more generally how similar the representations are. It
is possible that the random group has a higher score since they are easier to
separate and because the task of the model is to keep track of all classes as
opposed to being specialized on a class group.

Result-3. Comparing Tables 6.23 and 6.15 shows that using GAN images
increases the similarity between ResNet and AlexNet from 0.39-0.58 to 0.51-
0.71. Between the two AlexNet layers the values went from 0.81-0.85 to 0.84-
0.88 which is a smaller change.

Table 6.23: CKA score between classification model feature layers for
different groups with BigGAN generated images: CKA( Mi

gj−G
fk

, Ml
gj−G
fm

)
gj \CKA Resgj−G

AVG , Alexgj−G
FC Resgj−G

AVG , Alexgj−G
AVG Alexgj−G

FC , Alexgj−G
AVG

Dogs 0.69 0.55 0.84
Random 0.71 0.60 0.88
Vehicles 0.67 0.51 0.85

Discussion-3. The CKA score between AlexNet and ResNet was higher with
GAN data compared to training data. This could either simply be noise from
the random effect of changing the data or a real effect. If this effect is real,
it would still be difficult to draw conclusions about BigGAN images since
we don’t know what types of images lead to increased similarity between the
classifiers. Similarly, it would be hard to draw conclusions about the nature of
the classifiers similarity without deep knowledge about the nature of BigGAN
images. First of all, this result should be reproducedwith new data and perhaps
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with other GANs and classifiers. If these followup experiments which I leave
as future work verify that GAN images increase the classifier representation
similarity it would be interesting to study what types of images lead to higher
and lower similarity between the models. For example, does adding noise
or performing other transformations to the images make the different model
representations more similar to each other or more different? Would images
outside of the training distribution of the classifiers lead to more similar or less
similar representations?

In conclusion, further experiments are required to understand why the
CKA score increased with GAN images. If it is due to the nature of the GAN
images it could potentially be of interest to study further to understand why
that happens.

6.2 Precision and recall with data of reduced
dimensionality

Result. This experiment repeats the class separation experiment from Section
6.1.1with the addition of PCAdimensionality reduction of the representations.
The GeomCA result is presented in Tables 6.24, 6.25, 6.26. These are
compared to the previous values without dimensionality reduction (Tables 6.1,
6.2, 6.3). The values are very similar to the values without dimensionality
reduction in ResNet. For AlexNet the values are consistently a bit higher with
the dimensionality reduction with an increase of about 0.05 in AlexNet’s fully
connected layer and 0.1 in AlexNet’s average pooling layer. The IPR results are
presented in Tables 6.27, 6.28, 6.29. These are also compared to the previous
values without dimensionality reduction (Tables 6.4, 6.5, 6.6). These values
changed in the same was as for GeomCA; the ResNet values were extremely
similar with and without dimensionality reduction and the AlexNet values
were consistently larger with an increase of about 20% in the fully connected
layer and 50% to 100% in AlexNet’s average pooling layer.

To test if dimensionality reductionmight bemore useful with a low number
of points, the same experiment was repeated with only 1k points in E and
R respectively. The experiment showed that the values were very similar in
nature to the case of using 10k points. Therefore, I reduced the number of
points to 100 and once again the results were similar in nature and even similar
to the original experiment result. To avoid filling the report with another 6
tables these exact values are excluded from the report.
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Table 6.24: PCA GeomCA [Precision, Recall] comparing different classes in
ResNet-AVG after PCA dimensionality reduction to 500 dimensions: GPR(
Resgi−T

AVG , Resgj−T
AVG )

R \E Dogs Random Vehicles
Dogs [0.9986, 0.9987]

Random [0.9997, 0.9994] [0.9998, 0.9996]
Vehicles [0.9827, 0.9911] [0.9689, 0.9909] [0.9938, 0.9931]

Table 6.25: GeomCA [Precision, Recall] comparing different classes in
AlexNet-FC after PCA dimensionality reduction to 500 dimensions: GPR(
Alexgi−T

FC , Alexgj−T
FC )

R \E Dogs Random Vehicles
Dogs [0.9672, 0.9665]

Random [0.874, 0.9232] [0.9392, 0.9428]
Vehicles [0.9362, 0.9758] [0.9565, 0.9787] [0.9844, 0.9873]

Table 6.26: GeomCA [Precision, Recall] comparing different classes in
AlexNet-AVG after PCA dimensionality reduction to 500 dimensions: GPR(
Alexgi−T

AVG , Alexgj−T
AVG )

R \E Dogs Random Vehicles
Dogs [0.8984, 0.8901]

Random [0.5077, 0.7646] [0.7906, 0.8015]
Vehicles [0.7932, 0.9228] [0.9187, 0.9206] [0.9388, 0.9414]

Table 6.27: IPR [Precision, Recall] comparing different classes in ResNet-
AVG after PCA dimensionality reduction to 500 dimensions: IPR( Resgi−T

AVG ,
Resgj−T

AVG )
R \E Dogs Random Vehicles
Dogs [0.7238, 0.7233]

Random [0.1549, 0.0593] [0.723, 0.7145]
Vehicles [0.0668, 0.1747] [0.0214, 0.0614] [0.7149, 0.7078]

Discussion. Dimensionality reduction had little effect on IPR and GPR. If
this could be found to be true in general it would mean that dimensionality
reduction could be used to speed up the precision and recall scores to some
degree. One idea is to follow a procedure similar to SVCCA to keep enough
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Table 6.28: IPR [Precision, Recall] comparing different classes in AlexNet-
FC after PCA dimensionality reduction to 500 dimensions: IPR( Alexgi−T

FC ,
Alexgj−T

FC )
R \E Dogs Random Vehicles
Dogs [0.7472, 0.7429]

Random [0.2249, 0.2104] [0.7361, 0.7328]
Vehicles [0.0637, 0.0958] [0.1388, 0.1471] [0.7403, 0.7448]

Table 6.29: IPR [Precision, Recall] comparing different classes in AlexNet-
AVG after PCA dimensionality reduction to 500 dimensions: IPR(Alexgi−T

AVG ,
Alexgj−T

AVG )
R \E Dogs Random Vehicles
Dogs [0.6064, 0.6211]

Random [0.1953, 0.3104] [0.6258, 0.6304]
Vehicles [0.0654, 0.1112] [0.207, 0.1673] [0.6012, 0.6173]

dimensions to explain most of the variance in the data. However, it could be
risky to assume that a small change in the data will have a small effect on the
clustering since points in very high dimensional spaces can sometimes have
pairwise distances that are very similar between every single pair. Another
idea is to keep enough dimensions to have a small effect on the order of the k-
nearest neighbours of data points (although in order to know that it is probably
required to first find the k-nearest neighbours in the high dimensional space).

Dimensionality reduction can be used to reduce noise. However, if there is
no noise it will instead remove some accuracy in the data. My hypothesis
before the experiment was that dimensionality reduction with less points
would give better precision and recall scores due to reduced noise, but this was
not observed. Instead the experiment did not reveal any difference between the
two methods. I leave it as future work to explore if and when it is beneficial
or damaging to perform dimensionality reduction on representations.

6.3 Analysing overfitting using CKA
This experiment tested the effect of overfitting a simple CNNmodel trained to
classify CIFAR-10 images. The CKA score is used to investigate which layers
change during overfitting and the experiment compares the effect of overfitting
on training and validation data.
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Result. The training and validation accuracy over the 40 epochs are
plotted in Figure 6.1. Note that epoch 5 is approximately where the training
and validation accuracy start diverging. Table 6.30 shows the CKA scores
between the representations from the model trained after epoch 5 and the
representations from the overfit model after epoch 40. The values start very
close to 1 for the first layer and go down steadily to 0.74.

Figure 6.1: Training accuracy (blue) and validation accuracy (orange) of the
trained model over 40 epochs. It can be seen that the model starts overfitting
around epoch 5 since the accuracies separate.

Discussion. The latter layers give a lower CKA score of similarity between
the two models. This is somewhat expected since the first layer is simply a
single simple transformation of the input image while the latter representations
depend on all previous layers weights. That said, it could have been possible
that the model would fine tune the early layers and make large changes there
while still mostly maintaining the representations in the latter layers. This
experiment show that this was not the case.

Interestingly, the CKA scores between the fully trained and overfit model
is almost the same when using training data and validation data. This is the
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Table 6.30: CKA scores between the fully trained and overfit version of the
same model. CKA scores are calculated for training data and validation data
separately at each layer.

Layer \ Data split Train Val
1 0.99 0.99
2 0.98 0.98
3 0.90 0.90
4 0.87 0.87
5 0.82 0.83
6 0.78 0.78
7 0.74 0.74

case even though the training accuracy of the overfit model becomes almost
100% compared to the validation accuracy which stays around 42%. This
is true even for the output layer. It would be possible for a CNN model to
treat training data and validation data completely different which would lead
to a difference between these two datasets. However, the results show no such
effects. This result does that explain what type of overfitting occurred, but it
explains what did not occur.

To speculate, one possible idea for why this could happen is if the model
would only need to make very small adjustments to move the training images
to the right side of the decision boundary. If that would be the case, perhaps
the correct label would already be very close to being the highest probability.
However, to verify if this could be the case I looked at the training and
validation loss which were wildly different at epoch 40 (0.0409 compared to
3.4032). With a cross entropy loss these very different losses indicate that my
speculation was not the cause. Another possible idea for why this happens
is that the output of the validation images is very different between the fully
trained and overfit model even though their accuracies are similar. To test this
I checked how many of the 1000 predictions that the fully trained model and
the overfit model had in common on validation data. This was only 422 out of
which 241 were correct predictions. While this indicates that the CKA score
for validation data should be lower than 1 it does not necessarily explain why
it is almost identical to the training data.
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Chapter 7

Summary and Conclusion

Problem Summary andMethod In representation learning, it can be difficult
to evaluate the representations when there is no clear downstream task of
interest. This thesis explored alternative methods of gaining information about
representations taken from the middle layers of deep CNNs. In particular,
the geometric structure of the representations was investigated using IPR and
GeomCA. In addition, the method of comparing representation similarity with
the CKA score was used as a tool to learn about the representations.

Results Summary The experiments showed a clear class separation between
the class groups. They also revealed that the training data and validation
data was very similar in structure in representation space for AlexNet and
ResNet. Another set of experiments revealed a clear similarity between the
representations of the different models, even between the classifiers and the
BigGAN generator (but not the latent vector). Their similarity to BigGAN’s
class embedding was also similarly high. It was also shown that BigGAN
images had a similar, but not identical, distribution to the real training images
in the classifier representation spaces.

Conclusion The tools and methods used to compare different representations
proved powerful since the above results could be achieved. In addition, seeing
the difference in precision and recall from the different methods IPR and
GeomCA was insightful since it gives insight into the geometric structure
of the data. However, interpreting this difference is complex due to the very
high dimensionality of the representations. Ideas for future work are plentiful
and have been written in the discussion part of the result of each experiment.
The next chapter highlights the most relevant ones and contains additional
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suggestions.
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Chapter 8

Future Work

There were many ideas for future work mentioned in the discussion of each
experiment result section. Class separation could be modified to test for
semantic class separation by comparing the distributions of 10 dogs to 10
different dogs or 10 vehicles with GeomCA or IPR. This would tell if the
representations hold semantic information.

Another followup experiment is searching deeper for a difference between
training and validation representations. One method would be to use IPR or
GeomCA between training and validation data for an overfitted model. Any
other methods can also be explored. Perhaps it is easiest to detect differences
in models that are clearly overfit, if differences in representation space exist.
The purpose of these followup experiments would be to learn more about the
inner works of overfitting.

This thesis only looked at three different models and four representational
layers. An obvious extension would be to add more models, perhaps other
types of generative models such as normalizing flows [47]. It would also
be interesting to see if the representations of BigBiGAN [48] are similar to
BigGAN since this model trains an encoder to learn the latent vector from the
image.

The experiments in this thesis revealed a CKA score of approximately
0.4-0.8 between different models which shows a correlation in their
representations. It would be interesting to explore the semantic nature of
the correlated directions. This could for example be done by starting with a
random image and extracting its representations. From there, the values of
the representations are increased in the direction of maximum correlation to
the other model (a1 for the model that had representations X , see Section
2.5.1 for the notations). Methods like gradient descent could then be used to
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construct an image which gives these representational values with an increase
in the a1 direction. The two images can then be compared; how does the
image with a higher a1 value look compared to the original image? Will the
same effect be seen when starting with the other model and moving their
representations in the direction b1?

Downstream task classification accuracy can sometimes be used as a
performance metric for representations. If general semantic information is
requested it might be of interest to test on many different semantic tasks.
A similar alternative would be to test the CKA or CCA score between the
representations and a vector with the labels for the different tasks. This
will test the representations correlation with all of the semantic information.
That could speed up the process since only a single score needs to be taken
rather than training multiple different classifiers. Additionally, it will also
be related to some form of semantic disentanglement. To illustrate this,
consider a scenario where the representation contains the information for
two semantic features such as "inside / outside" and "large object / small
object". Training two different downstream models to detect this will reveal
that the information is there. However, CKA will only give a high score
between the representation and the label with both features if the two features
are approximately orthogonal in representation space. Also note that these
methods are only comparable if the downstream task classification uses a
simple classifier. If a non-linear complex model is required to find the features
from the representations then the CKA score between the representations and
the features will be low.

Finally, I present ideas for how the GeomCA method could be modified.
The first idea is inspired by my reformulation of GeomCAwhich made it more
comparable to IPR (Section 2.4.1). With this, a natural potential alteration
to GeomCA which I leave as future work can be considered as follows. A
connected component with insufficient consistency could be added to the
support region of the set with the majority of points. Mathematically this can
be done by defining

SR(ηc, ηq) = ∪
q(Gi)>ηq ,c(Gi)≤ηc,|GR

i |V |>|GE
i |V |

Gi (8.1)

where I define SR as an extra support set for R when the consistency is low.
SR requires a low consistency to make sure that no node can be in both S and
SR.
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The same is done for E:

SE(ηc, ηq) = ∪
q(Gi)>ηq ,c(Gi)≤ηc,|GE

i |V |>|GR
i |V |

Gi. (8.2)

With these new definitions the precision and recall scores can be redefined as

predefined =
|SE|V + |SER |V
|GE|V

(8.3)

where |SER |V is the number of nodes in the newly defined SR that also belong
to E. And for recall:

rredefined =
|SR|V + |SRE |V
|GR|V

(8.4)

where |SRE |V is the number of nodes in the newly defined SE that also belong
to R.

An example to illustrate this change would be that if a connected
component Gi has 1 point from E and 99 points from R then with this
suggested change this 1 point from E would be considered to lie in the
support region of R which will increase the precision slightly. In the original
definition the precision will not be increased by this 1 point from E despite it
being inside of the cluster of points from R.

Unfortunately for this purpose, quality will be automatically low if
consistency is low. This can be avoided and leads into my second suggested
modification. The GeomCA article states that unlike IPR, the GeomCA
method works with a different number of points in E and R. However, as
was seen in my experiment (Table 6.12) the quality is as low as 0.17 even
thoughE andR comes from the same distribution. This is also the theoretical
expected result given the definition of quality. I believe that the purpose of
quality is to measure if the two sets within a connected component are located
in similar or different regions within the connected component. Consistency
already exists to measure if the number of points from each distribution is
similar. With this in mind, the quality for a connected component could
instead use rR−E defined as the fraction of edges between sets E and R

within a connected component out of all possible edges between sets E and
R within the connected component. The number of possible edges between
two different sets S1 and S2 is simply equal to |S1|V · |S2|V where |S1|V and
|S2|V is the number of points in S1 and S2 respectively. Similarly, we define
tE as the fraction of edges that connect two nodes of E within a connected
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component out of all possible edges between two nodes of E within the
connected component. The number of possible edges within a single set is
1
2
|S1|V(|S1|V − 1). The equations are then as follows:

rR−E =
|Gi|E − |GR

i |E − |GE
i |E

|GE
i |V · |GR

i |V
(8.5)

where the numerator is the number of edges between E and R within the
connected component and the denominator is the maximum possible number
of those types of edges. And for t we have

tE =
|GE

i |E
1
2
|GE

i |V(|GE
i |V − 1)

(8.6)

tR =
|GR

i |E
1
2
|GR

i |V(|GR
i |V − 1)

(8.7)

where once again the numerator is the number of edges within E and R
respectively in the connected component and the denominator is the maximum
possible number of those types of edges. With this, quality within a connected
component could be redefined from Equation 2.2 to

qredefined = 1− tE + tR
2rR−E + tE + tR

. (8.8)

This expression will similarly measure connectivity but be less sensitive to
requiring an equal number of points in each set. Additionally, with the fact
that GeomCA allows using a different number of points in R and E in mind,
consistency can be redefined from Equation 2.1 using the fraction of points
from a set that is within the connected component instead of the number of
points. More precisely,

credefined = 1− |fR − fE|
fR + fE

(8.9)

where fR and fE are the ratio of points from each set that are within this
cluster: fR =

|GR
i |V

|GR|V
and fE =

|GE
i |V

|GE |V
This will make it so that a high

connectivity is more closely related to the two distributions having a similar
average probability density over the region of the connected component. This
can be beneficial when the sets consist of a different number of points. An
example to illustrate the purpose of that is as follows. Suppose E consists
of 10k points and R consists of 1k points. In this case it should be expected
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that a connected component has approximately 10 times more points from
E than there are from R if the distributions are similar. Despite of that, the
consistency score will be very lowwhen that happens in the original definition,
while in the new definition it will be close to 1. If a connected component in
this example situation would have 10 points from E and 10 points from R

that would indicate that the probability density ofE is approximately 10 times
lower than that of R in the region of the connected component which I argue
should lead to a low consistency which is achieved with this new definition.
Note that in the special case when the total number of points in the sets E
and R are equal this redefined equation (Equation 8.9) is equal to the original
equation.
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Chapter 9

Ethics and Sustainability

Since this thesis focuses on representations which is a low level detail found
in various applications of machine learning, the ethical concerns of this thesis
is similar to ethical concerns of machine learning in general. It is difficult to
completely list the pros and cons of machine learning since it already has such
a large impact on society. This section will give a brief introduction to the
topic.

The increasing number of tasks that can be performed using machine
learning can lead to human jobs becoming computerized [49]. With machine
learning becoming a more powerful tool it also leads to more powerful
malicious usages, such as generating fake data claimed to be real, for example
deepfakes [50] (which can be done using GANs). Machine learning also aids
in human manipulation used for example by advertisers to affect our behaviour
or social media platforms to make us use the social media more [51]. This can
also be used to affect people politically.

An example of ethically positive usages is detecting diseases in medicine
(if used with privacy and fairness in mind [52][53]). General optimizations
caused by machine learning can also lead to a higher living standard for the
poor, although the benefit might instead go to the rich. Machine learning can
also help fight climate change [54].

The sustainability cost of this thesis comes from the various computer
usages. Electricity was used to run experiments and for doing background
studies, coding and writing. I also had access to a GPU computational cluster
from KTH which took additional resources to produce. Additionally, I used
the internet to collect information, download code, and for communication
which requires additional electricity and resources. The main tools used to
reduce the sustainability costs of the thesis were algorithmic efficiency and
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reducing the scale of the experiments whenever possible as well as using pre-
trained models. In the long run, having more powerful image models can
lead to increased efficiency which can decrease the sustainability costs; for
example in agricultural remote sensing to increase the food yield for the same
sustainability costs.

Both the costs and results of my thesis will most likely have a very small
effect compared to the positive educational effect of me learning how to work
more efficiently in the field of machine learning for the future.
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Appendix A

Increasing variation in an
ensemble

This appendix includes one small experiment which showed no significant
results described below.

A.1 Method and Implementation Details
The idea of ensemble models is to reduce variance. With a low bias they
can be very powerful. This experiment aims to investigate if maximizing the
difference between the models in the ensemble can lead to improved results.
My hypothesis is that this can happen either because it reduces variance by
making the models different or it can reduce the ensemble bias by choosing
models that have different bias instead of the same bias. There might be
benefits to choosing models that differ at a representational level as opposed
to models that differ at the output layer. Therefore, this experiment look into
optimizing the difference at both the output layer and at representational layers.
Once again the scope of this experiment is very limited and it serves mostly as
a concrete idea for future work. The research question for this experiment is:

• Does an ensemble of models optimized to have a low representational
CKA similarity perform better than an ensemble of randomly chosen
models?

This experiment uses the same basic CNN as the experiment on overfitting
(Section 6.3) but is trained with all of the training data since overfitting is no
longer desired. In order to ensure that all of the models are equally good they
all stop training at the same validation accuracy. After a group of models
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are trained, I test two different methods of selecting a model subset for the
ensemble. One method is to split the models into groups minimizing the CKA
score between their representations. The other method serves as a benchmark
and selects the subset of models randomly. The ensemble model multiplies all
individual models prediction probabilities and afterwards classifies according
to the highest score. This model selection procedure is repeated a number of
times to get an average ensemble validation accuracy since there are random
effects involved.

Implementation Details All individual models stopped training at 60%
validation accuracy. 10 models were trained and 3 of them were chosen for
the ensemble. The selection of 3 models occurs 10 times to calculate 10
different ensemble validation accuracies for the two different methods; random
ensemble and CKA minimized ensemble. The method for choosing the CKA
minimized ensemble was to first choose amodel at random, and afterwards in a
greedy manner add the model that has the lowest average CKA similarity with
the models already in the ensemble. Unlike the method of selecting the one
ensemble with the lowest average CKA score between all models, this method
is computationally scalable for large ensembles. Additionally, the stochastic
nature allows choosing different groups of 3 CKA optimized ensembles from
the same 10 models for the purpose of this experiment.

A.2 Result and Discussion
Result. This experiment tested two different methods of selecting models for
an ensemble; minimizing the CKA score between themodels or choosing them
randomly. The validation accuracy of the CKAminimized ensembleminus the
validation accuracy of the random ensemble was 0.11% for layer 5, -0.038%
for layer 6 and -0.49% for output layer 7.

Discussion. The difference in performance between the two model selection
methods was insignificant. All of the ensembles reached accuracies around
64% compared to 60% of each model so the method of choosing a CKA
minimized ensemble had essentially no effect compared to using a random
ensemble.

There might be negative effects that come with the CKA minimization
method. For example, one of the 10 models might have a much higher
confidence in the classification (a higher probability for the choice of label)
which makes the other models less significant in the ensemble. This model
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might be chosen more often than not in the CKA minimization method since
it behaves strangely.

One idea of a modification would be to train a selection model that takes
the image as input and outputs which model(s) in the ensemble should perform
the classification. In this case the CKA minimization might be beneficial
since the ensemble of CKA minimized models might contain more diverse
models which as a whole contain more diverse knowledge. With my method
of simply multiplying the probabilities the diverse experts might be silenced
by the majority. This is simply an idea that I leave as future work to those
interested.
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